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'Action Plan'
outlines
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campus goals

Pomp and Circumstance

BY BECKY R OSNER
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in their vehicles.

The e-mail also said, "througb
various investigative measures, the
UM-St. Louis police department is
Since Jan. 1, a total of 18 student trying to stop the thefts and apprehend
vehicles have been broken into or the persons responsible." It also said
that surrounding communities have
stolen on North and South Campus.
Lt. AI WIn, campus police, said one been victimized as well.
Since they have taken on these
attempted stolen auto has been
reported and two -stolen autos have precautions, no further thefts have
been reported. Nine vehicles have been occurred.
"We have identified potential
broken into with various items stolen
and six autos have been damaged.
suspects and have been working with
the NOlmandy and
One of the
Bel Nor police
vehicle
thefts
departments," Will
occurred in Lot E
said.
on North Campus,
Ware,
Alana
located in front of
I'm overall
junior,
special
the
Millennium
Student Center. The disgusted with the
JUS!
education,
other vehicle theft
situation. transferred to UMSt.
Louis
this
took place on Lot
semester. She and
M, next to the Mark
- Alana Ware, junior, who
her husband have
Twain building on
had two cars stolen from a
been living in
North Campus. All
Mansion Hills parking lot.
Mansion
Hills.
of
the
other
located at Florissant
occurrences have
Road and Highway
taken place on
70. The property i5
South Campus.
Wut said that
University owned.
Ware said that on Feb. 3 her 1997
since around March 1 the campus
police department has taken many Dodge Intrepid was stolen from the
precautions. They have adjusted. their parking lot of Mansion Hills between
work schedules and weeks off, as well 10:30 p.m and 4 am She filed a repor1
as doing an analysis of the target with NOlmandy Police, who found he!
places. Police have also increased the car later that night in Spanish Lake.
Ware said the car was scratched, the
car checks.
Bob Samples, director of University license plates were stolen and variOlli
Communications, on behalf of other items were missing or damaged.
Institutional Safety, sent out an e-mail
to all students Oll Feb. 25. The e-mail
advised students not to leave val uables
see C AR T H EFTS, page 12

News Editor

BY AMANDA JENNINGS

The Action Plan is the newest
plan announced by the University to
improve the campus and the quality
of education that students receive.
The plan includes five main
goals: enhancing the quality of
education,
admitting
and
maintaining a diverse student body,
improving the quality of research
and graduate programs, enhancing
civic engagement and increasing the
financial base of the University.
"The chancellor's Action Plan
brings a vision of continuous
improvement to the University," Dan
Keegan,
junior,
secondary
education, said . "Its five-point
outline is thorough, detailed and on
target. This expression of the
University's vision, mission and
goals provides the roadmap to ensure
its intended place among the region's
renowned academic institutions."
In the first goal, enhancing the
quality of education, the Action Plan
outlines many changes. The first is to
increase the number of regular
faculty positions. The first goal also
calls for strengthening of the
academic programs, enhancing the
relationships with the community
colleges and developing a more
comprehensive IT program.
The second goal, admitting aDd
maintaining a diverse stude-nt body.
aims to increase the overall
enrollment, yet becoming a more
selective University. Goal two
specifically recommends raising the
enrollment by 600 a year, while also
increasing the average ACT score of
incoming freshmen from 23 to 24.
The third goal is to improve the
quality of research and .graduate
programs. The first item suggested
that external funding for faculty
research be increased from $25
million to $50 million. TIlls goal also
aims to increase the number of
doctoral programs, master's degrees
and the number of doctoral degrees
given each year. It also allows for
"increased funding" for teaching
assistants and research assistants.
Students also have an opinion on
what programs should be offered in
the future.
"I hope they decide to put a
graduate program in for the
anthropology majors ," Becky Balm,
senior, anthropology, said.
Enhancing civic engagement
aims to include the community
around UM-St. Louis, as well as to
improve the campus through
community involvement. The Action
Plan outlines specific ways to do this
such as: improving the use of
MetroLink, improving the campus
grounds and redeveloping the
businesses around the campus.
The final goal of the Action Plan
is to increase the financial base of the
University. This goal aims to
increase the amount of money given
by alumni and the community.
Some students have reservations
about the Action Plan.
"All of the items proposed looks
really good on paper," Bahn said.
"However, to see them put into effect
is a different story."
The Action Plan in its entirety can
be
viewed
online
at
http://www.umsl .edulchancellor/pla
nlindex.htm, including a letter from
Chancellor George, a vision and a
mission statement

Campus has rise
in car thefts

--"--

Chancellor Thomas George gets a hug from UM System President Elson Floyd after Floyd presented
G.e orge the University medallion, marking his official inauguration as chancellor. George, who has
served as chancellor since August, was formerly chancellor at University of WISconsi n-Stevens Point.

Thomas F. George officially inaugurated
as seventh chancellor of UM-St. Louis
BY B ECK Y RO S N ER

News Editor
Chancellor Thomas George w as
inaugurated into UM-St Louis as the
seventh chancellor of the niversity
on Thursday at 4 pm. in the Blanche
M. Touhill Perfomling Arts Center.
Along with the inauguration
ceremony, George also presented his
annual report to the community. This
usually occurs in May ; however,
George felt that since the two were so
close together, it would be easy to
combine them.
The inauguration began with a'
processional. Van Reidhead, associate
professor of anthropology and chair of
the Faculty Senate and University
Assembly,
led
the
academic
procession. Reidhead also seryed as
the moderator for the event.
The University Singers sang the
national anthem and alma mater.
Reidhead then started the event off
with some opening remarks. He
introduced each of the people who
were on stage with the chancellor.
Thirty-one people accompanied the
chancellor on stage.
Prestigious people from the
University, the community and the
UM System were on stage to welcome
in fue new chancellor and share their
remarks. After Francis Slay, mayor of
the City of St. Louis, shared his
remarks with the audience the
chancellor played the piano. He played
a version of "Meet Me in st. Louis."

-- "

Police escort service
gets put to the test
BY A .N NIINA VU ORI

Slaff Writel'

Mike Sherwin' ]be Current
Chancellor Thomas George performs "Meet me in St. Louis" on
the piano during his inauguration ceremony Thursday evening.

After the musical interlude, five
more people spoke and then the
Arianna String Quartet played a song.
Following this. Mary James, president
of the Board of Curators, spoke. Next,
UM System President Elson F10yd
shared his remarks.
"Dr. George has spent the past
se.veral months talking with people
within the greater St. Louis area and in
the University community about their
dreams and aspirations for the campus
and for this University," Floyd said.
He then presented. George with the
University medallion. The medallion
is a symbol of his office of chancellor

at UM-St. Louis. Gemge then gave
remarks to the audience, where he
thanked people who came to see him
in his inauguration. Each of these
people stood up for the audience to
see.
George changed out of the formal
robe and into a less formal suit to give
his report to the community. He used a
Power Point presentation to make it
easy for people to follow. The main
focus of the presentation was the
University Action Plan.

see

CHANCELLOR,

page
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In the Jan. 28 issue of The Current,
Sgt Marvin Blake. campus police,
said that the campus police will esCOlt
people if they feel unsafe, and that
they are here to serve and be
approachable. The same has also been
promised, for instance, at international
student orientation in August.
However, this is not the experience
many people have had when they felt
unsafe during dark hours and asked
for an escort from the campus police.
'When I rang the police, the guy who
answered was horrible to me and
made me feel really bad about asking
for a ride to the Meadows," Caoimh
Ni hAnnrachain, junior, business
administration student from Ireland,
said.
She said that she was scared
because it was 10 p .m. , and her friend
was mugged on campus the previous
week.

"When the policeman came to pick
me up, I was trying to make
conversation but he wouldn't talk to
me at all," she said. "He made me feel
guilty by saying his shift was
supposed to end in five minutes."
When they arri ved to the
University Meadows, the policeman
asked Ni hAnnrachain which building
she lived in.
"I just told him to leave me at the
gate. I just couldn't face sitting in the
car with him any longer." she said.
Ni hAnnrachain has not asked for
an escort from the police since. but
instead walks home from class even
when it is dark.
"Feeling
scared
is
less
uncomfortable than the guilt the
person who answered the phone and
the policeman who came to pick me
up made me feel," Ni hAnnrachain
said.

see P OLICE ESCO R TS, page 12

Wellness center may be in future of UMSL
Focus groups weigh
student opinions on a
proposed ree center
BY MrCHAEL SPAK OUSK Y

Staf! W,1ter
Student focus
groups
met
throughout the day on Wednesday in
order to discuss the feasibility of
building a new Wellness Center on the
UM-St.
Louis
campus.
Representatives from Brailsford &
Dunlavey, a facilities plaruling finn
from Washington, D.C., led students
through a series of deliberations in
order to gauge the response of
concerned students.
A Wellness Center is essentially a
glorified health club ,vith a campus
m ist. Centers like those that B&D are
proposing have been cons!rocted on
campuses throughout the country,
including Houston, New Orleans and
Boise. Some of these buildings were
shown to the focus group via slide

show presented by B&D.
Up until the presentation of the
slide show. most students were
ambivalent, if not opposing, in their
approach to the concept of building a
new \Vellness Center. However, as the
meeting continued and information
was accrued, the ambiance shifted to
that of acceptance.
Even if the idea of building a new
WeIlness Center is fascinating, there is
still a great deal of information that has
to be gathered before a !roe decision
can be made. One concern many
students have is how much a building
like this will cost them.
Different buildings have varying
sources of funding. The federal
government, for instance, subsidizes
the funding of classrooms. Buildings
such as the Millennium Student
Center, however, obtain funding from
the students, via increased student
fees.
According to estimates given by
B&D, the per-student cost will most
likely be between $50 and $125 a
semester, depending on the size and
opulent nature of the center.
see WELLNESS CENTER, page 12

Mike Sherwin!
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Paul A. Brailsford, CEO of Brailsford & Dunlavey, leads a focus group on Tuesday desighed to ga
u
student opinion on a proposed university recreational fitness center. Brailsford presented stude :
with several options for new centers, which would entail an approximate cost for stUdehts of
Il
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ThRi March

Coming soon!

Woodcock Muset.m

LlTMAG's Destinations

"Image and Imagination: Alt of the
American West" virtual exhibit is
open online at http://woodcockmuseumumsl.edu. Featured is paintings
and sculptures from the pell1lanent
collections of the Woodcock Museum
and the Mercantile Library at UM-St.
. Louis.

Winter months
Free refreslunents
Counseling services is seIVing free
hot drinks and cookies at the
Compass resource room in Seton Hall
during the winter months. Coffee, tea,
hot cider and hot chocolate will be
available along with four different
types of cookies.The drinks and cookies are seIVed between the hours of
3:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m, Mondays
through Thursdays. Students, faculty
and staff are all welcome to drop by.
The Compass is located on the
ground floor of Seton Hall, in the
lounge with the pool tables.

Through May
MyGateway help
Infoll1lation Technology SeIVices
will be holding workshops on
MyGateway. They are free and open
to faculty, staff and graduate teaching
assistants. For more infOlTIlation, call
6538 or e-mail rok@umsl.edu.

Look in an up::oming issue of The
Current in April for LITMAG's
Destil1£1tioTlS. The revived literary magazine wi ll be supplemented with your
favorite campus newspaper. Read your
peers' and staff's poems and short fiction. Look for it.

Annual contests
UM-St. Louis students can participate
in United Nations Day: World Holiday
contests. The Center for International
Stuclies is sponsoring three contests for
student artwork, essays and web sites.
A 52,000 prize will be awarded to the
first-place winner in each category. For
more information, call 5753 or e-mail
gorrellj@umsl.cdu. Works arc due in
the Center for In!' I Stuclies, SSB 366,
by Monday, M arch 29.

Thru March 31
Lewis and Clark exhibit in Mercantile Library
In commemoration of the bicentennial
of the Lewis and Gark Expedition and
the Louisiana Purchase, the Mercantile
Library at UMSL is exhibiting a collection of rdfe maps, prints, and books
documenting the shaping of America
An Open House reception is on March
13 from 1-4 p.m. (Please call 7242 to
RS VP.) For more info or to schedule a
tour, call L'lUra Diel at 7240.

Put it on the Board!

Man 15

Wed 17 (cant.)

Carrie Mae Weems talk

Irish poet reads from
her own work

Susan Cahan. associate professor of art
and art history, will present the slide
talk "The Photography of Carrie Mae
Weems" ar 12: 15 p.nL in the auclitoriurn at Gallery 210 in the
Telecommunity Center. Cahan will c1iscuss the exhibition "Carrie Mae
Weems: May Days LOng PDrgotten,"
which runs through April 3 at 210.
Bring a lunch. Light refreshments will
be served The lecture is free and open
to the public, and is part of the Monday
Noo n Series. Call 5699 or visit
http ://www.umsl.edul-cfh for more
info.

Irish poet Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill will
read from her work at 7:30 p.m in
Century Room C in the MSC. She is
Poet Laureate of Ireland and is one of
the few women Irish poets who writes
exclusively in Irish. The event is free
and open to the public. A reception will
txogin at 7 p.m. Call 7299 for more
information and to RSVP

Former St. Louis County Executive
Gene McNary will appear on campus
at 2 p.m in room 313 in the MSC.
McNary will discuss his candidacy for
St. Louis colmty executive. The event
is free and open to the public. For more
information,
e-mail
umsl_cn; @yahoo.com.

Wed 17
Pianist, violinist at
Powell Hall
Composer/pianist Barbara Harbach
and violinist Lisa Chong
be featured at Powell Symphony Hall at 7
p.m. Barbara will perform one of her
own works, ·'Frontier Fancies .·' The
event is free and open to the public.

""w

A grand opening for Grace's Place, a
computer museum, will be held at 4
p.m. in the 2nd-floor foyer of the
Computer Center Bldg. The opening
will include a dedication ceremony,
tours of the exhibit, short lectures, and
refi·eshments. Ca1l6281 for mDre info

Thurs 25
Nat'l Teleconference

Sid Savan, lecturer in communication,
will discuss "Sex in Advertising" at
5:30 p.m. in the Student Government
Association chamber in the MSC. The
lecture is free and open to the pUblic.
Call 5485 for more infoll1lation.

Thurs 18

Sat 27

''Sex in AdVertising"
lecture

Fonner county executive speaks

Computer museum
opens

The National Resource Center for the
First- Year Experience and Students in
Transition will hold the national teleconference "C reating Engaged
Learning Environments for Tcxlay's
Students" from noon to 3 p.m. in 222
lC. Pel1IIey Bldg. Bring a lunch.
Light refreshments will be provided.
The event is free and open to the public. Ca1l4508 for more information.

17

Tues 16

Fri 19

UMSL official honored
at KWMU dinner

''When Jazz Meets
Blues" b enef"d concert

KWMU (90.7 FM) will present a
Golden .Microphone Award to Donald
Driemeier, deputy to the chancellor at
UMSL, at the station's annual Wme
Makers Dinner. The dinner will be held
at the Starlight Roof at the Chase Park
Plaz.1, 212 N. Kingshighway Blvd. in
St. Louis. The evening begins with a
VIP reception at 5 pm. and features a
six-course gourmet dinner with wines
from seven award-winning 1\.1issouri
wineLles. The reservation deaclline is
March 16. Call 5968 or visit
http://\vww.kwmu.org for more info.

"When Jazz Meets Blues," a benefit
concert for ROW (Redevelopment
Opportunities for Women), will take
place at 8 p.m. at The Pageant in the
U-City Loop.

Call 516-5174 for details or email current@jinx.umsl.edu
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Eric Meyer,
graduate student, business,
takes a break
during the UM·
St. Louis spring
job fair held at
the Mark Twain
Athletic
Building on
Friday.

Ninety-two companies sent recruitment representatives to the UM-St. Louis Spring Job Fair held at
the Mark Twain Athletic Building on Friday. About 800 students were expected to attend the fair,
which was organized by Career Services.

Spring job fair connects
students and employers
BY AMANDA .JENNINGS

Staff Writer
On Friday, Career Services held
the spring job fair from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. in the Mark Twain gymnasiwn.
The job fair was open to all students
and alumni. Companies were looking for both prospective employees
about to graduate, as well as students to fill internship positions in
all majors .
Around 900 students pre-registered to attend.
"1\vo-thirds of those who preregister actually attend," Teresa
Balestreri, director of Career
Services, said. "And with those who
just show up today, we are expecting 700 to 800 job seekers."
Many of the companies and organizations that were present are very
well known, including Anheuser-

Students line
up to speak
Valerie
Slaughter, a
representa·
tive from
Edward
Jones, during
the job fair on
Friday.

with

SGA bill seeks support
for weekend food service
BY WILL MELTON

--St~ffWrite-r

After a long Friday night, and a
Saturday morning filled with weekend studying, students make their
way to The Nosh to grab a late breakfast It's closed. It's closed for lunch
and dinner, too. The same goes for
Sunday. What do students eat? That's
I a question many residents of UM-St
Louis find themselves asking.
Every dorm room comes equipped
with a microwave and a mini-fridge.
However, resident Kat Wheeler,
junior, English, said that driving
down the street to a fast food restauI rant or grocery store is not always an
option: "Not all of us have cars or
transportation. It would be very convenient if we had food over here,
since we live here."
In the past, they have offered special test lunches on weekends. In
l arder to gauge the demand for weekend meals, The Nosh would host a
lunch at a specific time, as long as a
predetermined number of students
signed up in advance to participate.
On a few occasions these events
failed to genernte enough involve-

ment to occur.
Student Government Association
Chair Ben DeClue says that this is not
a proper indication. It will take time
for the program to get off the ground.
"I don't know how you can expect
residents to all want to eat at one
time," DeClue said. '"The first year
business might be slow on South
Campus; but as more and more freshmen corne to campus, move in and
become acquainted with the food system, that will become part of their
routine."
There are talks of giving students
weekend meal options in the corning
school year. However, the service will
come with a significant raise in meal
plan rates. The minimwn rate as of
now is $650 a semester, which is up
from $500 the previous year. If this
goes through, students will be facing
a minimum rate of $850 a semester.
Some SGA members do not agree
that students should have to face
another increase.
"Given the tuition hikes that are
almost certainly corning down the
pipe from the board of directors, I
don't think that Chartwells needs to
be instituting price hikes as well,"
DeClue said.

DeClue. along with the input of
SGA Vice President Beth Grindstaff,
have drafted a foonal resolution calling for affordable food service on
South Campus. The resolution, available on the MyGateway website for
SGA states that "it would be patently
unfair to ask South Campus residents
to pay dramatically increased costs
for a service that should have already
been provided for them." The resolution will be voted on at the next meeting of the general assembly in April.
However, SGA has no real power
to change policies enacted by
Chartwells. DeClue hopes this will at
least get the issue on the "administration's radar." He says that the administration needs to engage in serious
discussion with Chartwells about
their contract with the school and, if
need be, "explore having our food
service bid out again, to see if somebody can't offer us a much better
deal."
Grindstaff wants to see the collective student voice formally deClare
that "We the student body support
affordable food service on South
Campus, instead of whatever they
choose to give us," in order to protest
this price increase.

Chemistry professor Xu wins UM
System Entrepreneurial award
BY MICHAEL SPAKOUSKY

StdfJ Writer
A UM-St Louis faculty member
received
the
UM
System's
Entrepreneurial Award for his part in
the invention and commercialization
of an incredible improvement made
to spectrophotometers. The award is
to be formally presented on April 6 at
the 2004 Technology Transfer
Showcase.
For three years now, the UM
System has been offering awards to
UM faculty members for their contributions to innovations in technology
or business. Every year each of the
four campuses nominate two people
for the award.
Tills time around, the award went
to UM-St Louis's Zhi Xu of the
chemistry department Xu's work was
done in partnership with Emeritus
David Larsen, also · of the chemistry
department
What is a spectrophotometer? A
spectrophotometer is, simply put, a
device that measures miniscule
amounts of chemicals, elements or
compounds in a .solution. These
machines can be found around the

world in laboratories, universities,
hospitals and many other places
where detection of microscopic items
is necessary.
Each chemical and compound has
a certain color, even if it is not
detectable by the hwnan eye. A spectrophotometer can analyze solutions
and recognize even the most subtle
differences in color, therefore detecting the existence and/or amount of
these chemicals and compounds.
With the improvements made by
Xu and Larsen, the sensitivity of the
spectrophotometer has been increased
well over a hundredfold, the most significant change to the technology in
over 30 years. This added sensitivity
enables the machine to be more accurate, and therefore more reliable.
What is in the water you drink, or
the air you breathe? What viruses or
antibodies are present in your bloodstream? A spectrophotometer can
answer these questions for you. Now
these questions can be answered with
far more frequency and accuracy, and
with significantly smaller samples
needed to do so. Going in for a blood
test soon? How about a prick of
blood instead of a vial?
What does this mean for students?

It means a great deal, and it should not
be taken lightly. The UM System now
owns the patent on a technology that
significantly contributes to a $1.5-billion rnarkel
This means that in years to corne,
as licenses for this technology are
sold, the UM System may accruemillions of dollars , which can then be
used for scholarships, buildings, etc.
"Think: of it: 100 full-time scholarships a year, and that's every year,"
Xu said.
No work like this comes easy, and
the efforts put in by Xu and Larsen
should not be ignored.. As they walk
through their laboratory, people are
able to view the evolution of this concept from drawings and calculations
to glued and screwed wooden boxes
to the more complete and presentable
device that it is today.
Even with their genius and paramount efforts, Larsen and Xu could
not have done this alone. They
received a great deal of support from
other members of the facuity, such as
Vice Chancellor for Research Nasser
Arshadi, whom Xu claimed contributed much, both with encouragement and the procuring of resources
needed to complete the task.

Busch Inc, the Missouri Department
of Corrections and the FBI.
"There are 92 companies here;
that's up 18 percent," Balestreri
said. ''I'm hoping that's a sign that
the economy is on an upswing."
Balestreri said that many of the
companies and organizations have
been sent invitations, and many of
them expect invitations.
"We have a working relationship
with many of these companies,"
Balestreri said.
With the sea of students and
alumni, prospective employers had
many candidates to choose from.
Many were accepting resumes and
handing out applications. Most of
the companies brought pamphlets
and some even brought free giveaways.
Many students came to the job
fair for the same reason . "It's convenient because there are so many

companies in one place, and it's
close," Sarah Wray, senior, criminal
justice, said.
Students entered the Mark Twain
building and were greeted by representatives from Career Services
who signed them in and gave them
nametags. Students then moved into
the gymnasium where the companies and organizations had set up
their booths. Students were free to
walk around and explore the career
opportunities offered by many of
the companies.
Most students left the job fair
feeling confident.
"It was very informative," Wray
said. "I found a few jobs that I am
going to apply for."
Students are welcome to get help
with career information through
Career Services. Career Services is
located in the Millennium Student
Center in office number 278.
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- Evening College (BGS only)
- Barnes College of Nursing and
Health Studies
- UMSUWU Joint Undergraduate
Engineering Program
- College of Fine Arts & Communication
- UM-Rolla Engineering Education Center
- Gerontology Masters Program
- Masters in Public Policy Administration
2 P.M. - College of Arts and Sciences

6 P.M. - College of Optometry (Held at the
Blanche M. Touhill Performing Arts Center)

SUNDAY, MAY 16
-2 P.M. - College of Education

'6 P.M. - College of Business Administration

Following each ceremony, there will be a
reception for all graduates and their guests
in the Grand Terrace Lobby of the
Blanche M Touhill Pelforming Arts Centel:
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Bertuzzi's hit

Not quite there

Res life still missing the
boat with weekend meals
The lack of food available on
weekends has been a major complaint
among students who live in traditional on-campus housing. In response,
Residential Life and Chartwells food
service teamed up, introducing a solution to this problem.
Starting next fall, Chartwells villi
provide food during the weekends for
students living in UM-St. Louis ' dormitories. Five meals will be served in
the Provincial House dining hall at
scheduled times every weekend on
Fridays , Saturdays and Sundays.
Chartwells will serve the food buffet
style, varying themes from night to
night. Students will also have a
vegan/vegetarian option available to
them.
Sound like a proper solution to a
serious problem? Maybe not. Some
students have expressed concern and
with good reason. The plan, which
Residential Life recently unveiled to
unsuspecting campus residents, will
be a staggering hit to the pocketbook.
Currently, students living in the dormitories must purchase a $650 meal
plan every semester. Under the new
plan, however, Residential Life will
hit students with an $882 required
meal plan, for a total increase of $236
each semester.
This amount may not seem too
high of a price to pay. until you factor
in how much of this $882 will be
allotted solely for use on weekends.
Nearly half of the money, $432 to be
eXrlct, must be used for weekend dining only, leaving a mere $450 to feed
students during weekdays. Not only
will students have to adjust their
schedules to eat on campus during
weekends, but they must also make

allowances for having $200 less per
semester to spend on food during the
business week.
For their $432, dorm students may
eat at any three of the five meals available at specific times during the weekend. A super-sized package may be
purchased for additional money,
allowing a student to eat at all five
meals offered. However, according to
the "Meal Plan Brochure," a document recently provided to students by
Residence Hall Association (RHA.) in
cooperation with Residential Life,
'The weekend meal plan is a non-roll
over system. If you miss a meal, it is
still removed from your balance." In
other words , if you do not use it, you
lost it. Considering the sporadic
schedules of many students, people
may be out a lot of money for missing
meals.
In response to these and other concerns, RHA will do a survey this week
to gauge student reaction to the weekend meal plan. Because the plan will
only affect traditional hall residents,
RHA will survey only those students
currently living in the dorms. Though
the survey does not guarantee or even
suggest a possible change to the new
weekend meal plan, it is certainly a
step in the right direction. The students ' needs and desires should be the
basis of any plan meant for their general good.
While RHA is helping support student satisfaction by promoting the
voicing of opinion, Residential Life
still has to listen to the recent concerns
of dormitory residents and make any
ne{;essary compromises. Surely, they
can find a solution that makes everyone comfortable.

The issue

Residential life took
a stab at placating
students with
weekends
meals ... by sacrificing over $200 worth
of weekday meals.
They stilt do not

have it down right
yet . Keep trying,
guys.
We suggest

Find some way to
adequately meet
t he needs of the
students who live
on campus. You
went from starving
them on weekends
to starving them
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during the week
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instead. Think logi-
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cally and come up
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with a better solu-
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tion.
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"Our Opinion" reflects
the majority opinion
of the Editorial Board.

So what do you think?
Tell us what you think! Drop us
a line at the office, 388 MSC,
or online at our Web site

LETTERS

www.thecurrentonline.com.

MAIL

The Current
388 Millennium Student Center
8001 Natural Bridge Road
St. wills,MO 63121
FAX
(314) 516-6811
E-MAIL

current@jinx.umsl.edu
Letters to the editor should be
brief, and those not exceeding ZOO
words will be given preference.
We €<lit letters for clarity and
length, not for dialect, correctness, intent or grammar. All letters
must be signed and must include
a daytime phone number. Students
must include their
student ID numbers.
Faculty and staff must include
their title(s) and department(s).
Editor-in-chief reserves the right
to respond to letters. The Current
reserves the right to deny letters.

I want to clear some air. Unless you and Moore? About a month ago, Moore
have been living under a rock for the threw a flying elbow at Vancouver
last week, you have heard the name superstar Markus Naslund, giving him a
Todd Bertuzzi. He is the star left wing concussion. Before the days of the instifor the National Hockey League gator rule, that hit would have been handled by the players. It
Vancouver
Canucks.
was understood that if
And he did a very cheap
you were a Chicago
thing.
Blackbawks player who
Bertuzzi
sucker
went into Detroit and
punched
Colorado
crosschecked
Steve
Avalanche winger Steve
Yzerman, you would
Moore, sending him to
face retnbution from big
the ice unconscious.
Bob Probert. Now the
Bertuzzi then fell on top
league has cracked down
of Moore, forcing his
on fighting, to the detribead to the ice, cutting
ment of the players. It is a
Moore's face and crackpublic relations stunt that
ing three vertebrae in his
neck
JASON GRANGER
backfired. The players
hate the rule, the coaches
What Bertuzzi did
Editor-in-Chief
hate the rule and the fans
was wrong. It was cowardly and it was against
hate the rule.
Without the ability to police themthe unwritten rules of hockey, and,
according to his former teammate selves with fights (which are good fun.
Munay Baron, not at all like Bertuzzi. You don' t see anyone instituting an
However, I can understand how it hap- instigator rule in boxing), players have
pened and while I cannot condone the had to adapt by slashing, crosschecking,
event, I can sympathize with what hap- spearing and sucker punching. Fighting
is a part of hockey, always has been.
pened.
Now, before I get a buncb of nasty When you try and take it away, bad
letters telling me I am insensitive, let me things happen.
Bertuzzi did a hOl1ible thing. I
explain myself. I am a lifelong hockey
fan and player. Having watched hockey watched his apology and it is apparent
as much as I have, I have seen the that he knows it He feels honible and
league evolve into its current form: low has been suspended for the rest of the
scoring, defense-oriented, anti-fighting. season and the playoffs, possibly costThe NHL, not understanding that the ing the Canucks a Stanley Cup. He is
fans like to see a go<Xl fight now and out over $500,000 and the Canucks
were fined $2.50,000. This whole thing
again, instituted the instigator rule.
What this rule says is, if a referee could have been avoided if the lea"oue
believes you started a fight, you get a was not so concerned with public relatwo-minute minor penalty on top of tions and let the players take care of
your five-minute fighting major penalty, business on the ice. Let them drop the
plus a 100minute misconduct and you gloves. I want to see bench clearing
are ejected. Plus, if you get three insti- brawls like the old BlackbawksIBlues
gator penalties in a season, you face sus- games,
Detroit
or
the
pension from the league's top enforce- RedwingS/Avalanche games of the midment cop, Colin Campbell. Now, what nineties. Let them fight and stop the
does all this have to do with Bertuzzi madness.
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Science and fiction

"Do you know how much more I on our productiveness is increasingly
could have accomplished if I hadn't seen as a limitation to our perfOlmance.
had to sleep all my life?" asks a char- And so, with demands rising and days
acter in the novel "Beggars in Spain," not getting any longer, it is reasonable
by Nancy Kress.
to predict research into reducing t
The question is both a main theme human sleep requirements.
of the book and one that echoes reguI say reducing, rather than eliminatlarly on college campuses. After all, ing, as it is unlikely that science will
few other groups brag so much about find a way to overcome the need for
sleeping so little. So how close to real- sleep entirely. Although the "Sleepless"
ity is Kress' tale of the future--one in the novel were modified to benefit
inhabited by genetically
from neural repair
altered people who no
without sleep, current
longer require sleep?
studies do not support
Might college students
this. What studies have
someday be free of caffound is that in a fruit
feine and No-Doze
Drosophila
fly,
cocktails,
llllssmg
melanogastenn, simply resting can provide
exams due to ineffectusome of the same ben- I
al alarms and fighting
efits as sleep. Results
off sleep in class?
In light of current
of similar half-success
research into sleep
in eliminating sleep
genes, genetic engineerwere found in human
ing, brain function and
studies.
psychology, Kress' preSo, what if it can be
NICHOLE LECLAIR
dictions are not unrealdone? Would we want •
Managing Editor
istic. Even without sciit? Life without sleep
entific study, we are
might be greatly
aware that some people simply require altered for the small addition of eight or
less sleep (unfairly in the eyes of us so extra hours. Would the procedure be
who require eight hours to function a costly luxury? If so, the gap between
properly), sleep lightly or heavily, are rich and poor might continue to
"night people" or "day people." expand, with the majority of the popu- I
Obviously, there must be reasons, lation reduced to serfdom. If everyone
either psychological or physiological. could use the technology, there would
And why shouldn't we assume that we no longer be an obvious advantage,just
could manipulate them? After all, peo- an increase in expectations and certainple who work night shifts, or those who ly longer work hours. Might our extra
use sleep aids, regularly and conscious- hours just be more of the same old
ly alter their sleep patterns. Whether thing? We'd probably spend more, and
these practices make them happier or so need to work more. And how might
more productive is another question.
it feel to have a life-long, unbroken
. Though most sleep research appears cbain of consciousness? There would
focused on curing sleeping disorders, never be the respite of sleep for sadfrom insomnia to narcolepsy, it is not a ness, anxiety, confusion, or simply an
stretch to consider research into banish- over-burdened mind.
ing the need for sleep altogether. Think
Tune is precious exactly because it
college students, medical profession- is a limited resource. Accomplishments
als, overworked parents and society's are only impressive due to the limitaobsession with time management, effi- tions under which they are achieved.
ciency experts and multi-tasking. The And be honest, no matter how much
idea of wasting eight hours of a day time you have, you ..yill always wait
sleeping is unacceptable to many. Now until the last minute to study for that
that our daily work no longer needs to exam. So, here's wishing you worthy
be done during daylight hours, and priorities, all the time you need, and
often ·isn't, our circadian clocks' effect just a little more.
j

How do you feel about the
topics we've written about?
You can make your voice
heard in a variety of ways!

• Meal plans
.• Todd Bertuzzi
• Science meeting fiction
• Submit a Letter to the Editor
• Writ e a Guest Commentary
• Visit the Online Forums at
TheCurrentOnline.com

Sana Jameel
Senior
Accounting and finance

----,,---

No class, no exams..Jusl funl

-~...,--"--....;.,,.

Business, pre-law

Lupe Ramirez
Senior
Spanish, music minor

less clothes, green grass...

Cleaning, car wash, shorts and
lots of sun!

Soccer, sun, warmth, growth
life and music.
'

---- " - , , - - -

----"-,....,-,,...,...,

:- ---,,---

Stephen Kanallakan
Father
Daughter touring campus

---,,----

Mushrooms, nice weather, fishing,

- - - - " "----

---,,----
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.C an wome make
more eggs in life?

BY CATHERINE MARQUISHOMEYER

Science Columnist

In honor of St. Pat's Day, here is a
tale of how some green eggs led to a
discovery that IDay overturn a fundamental concept in biology.
I
Every basic biological textbook
that talks about reproduction will tell
you that female mammals are born
with a set number of eggs, which are
r used up over the lifespan. In humans,
i when a woman's eggs are gone, she
goes through menopause, according
to the texts. But a new study from
Harvard Medical School that was just
published in the scientific journal
Nature descl1bes how researchers
found that mice ovaries replenish their
supply of follicles and oocytes, the
package that produces mature eggs.
, Their findings suggest that undiscovered gennline stem cells give rise to
new eggs in female mice, just as
gerroline stem cells do in males.
Although this study only describes
the observation in mice, it strikes at
some very basic assumptions about
female fertility. Stem cells are the cells
that give rise to all the cells of a certain type. While one often hears the
term used to mean embryonic stem
cells, which have the JXltential to
become any type of cell and exist in
the developing embryo, the adult
body also has stem cells specific to tissue'types throughout the body. The
most familiar of these are the bone
marrow 'stem cells that give rise to all
blood cells. Germline stem cells are
the ones that produce the unique sex
cells with half the complement of
genes (haploid number).

Green eggs come into the pictUre large. In a New York Ttmes article on
because one of the experiments con- the discovery, Dr. Roger G. Gosden,
ducted used a genetically engineered scientific director of the Jones
mouse with a jellyfish gene that Institute for Reproductive Medicine at
makes all its cells fluorescent green. Eastern Virginia Medical School in
Researcher Dr. Jonathan Tilly, who Norfolk, said, ''The mind boggles at
led the Harvard study, and his col- the implications. The ability to make
leagues were initially studying pro- . more eggs would be a revolution in
grammed cell death, a method the women's health. In theory, it would
body uses to rid itself of unneeded allow you to have better control over
cells. During their experiments in the timing of menopause, to grow
mice, they made a startling discovery: more eggs for one's own fertility treatmouse eggs were dying off at a much ment,
to
prevent
premature
faster rate than expected and if mouse menopause, to recover fertility after
ovaries had only the number of folli- chemotherapy, and on and on."
cles and oocytes present at or shortly
Of course, if the discovery holds
after birth, then they would use up all true for humans as well as mice, the
the eggs ten months before the mice idea that menopause is triggered by
actually did.
the depletion of a set number of eggs
This finding led the researchers to becomes suspect. However, a study
examine cell activity on the surface of published in October 2003 in the
the ovaries, where they found evi- Netherlands might point to a possible
dence of meiosis, theform of cell divi- answer. This study found that, in rats,
sion that gives rise to the egg precur- the aging of the brain adversely
sor oocytes and the fluid-filled follicle affects female fertility.
Dutch
that supports it To test whether they researcher Annelieke Franke studied
were really seeing new follicle and relatively young rats with reduced feroocyte production, the researchers tility. IIi rats as well as humans, ovulagrafted ovary tissue, presumably con- tion is regulated by an initiating signal
taining the stem cells, from wild-type from the brain and by hormones
mice onto the ovaries of the fluores- through a feedback mechanism.
cent-green mice. The result was nor- Matured follicles produce large quanmal white follicles with green tities of estrogen to which the brain
oocytes, indicating new production of responds. Older brains seem to be less
the follicle and oocyte egg factories.
sensitive to estrogen, so that the spike
The hunt is now on to isolate the of luteinising hormone CUf) from the
actual stem cells. The finding will also pituitary gland, needed to trigger ovuneed to be confinned by further stud- lation, does not occur and fertility
ies and then tested to see if it extends decreases. Franke found that the pituto other species, such as humans. itary gland and ovaries of these rats
Finding a new kind of stem cell is not still functioned normally but that their
unprecedented. Recently, scientists brains showed signs of changed funcdiscovered the presence of stem cells tion. Since human brains generally
for neural cells, undermining the regulate the reproductive system in
assumption that these cells were fixed the same manner as rat brains,
in number shortly after birth. One rea- changes in the human brain may·also
son stem cells like these may have be linked to loss of female fertility
gone undetected is the relative num- with age.
This study does something rarely
bers needed to produce a few new
eggs or new nerve cells. By contrast, seen in science: it challenges a longge.rmline stem cells, long observed in established principle or assumption.
men, are needed in abundance to pro- One of the strengths of science is the
duce millions of sperm a week. way in which it is self-correcting,
Like\\lse, the body needs a large, con- always moving closer to the truth of
tinuous supply of new blood cells nature. This particular idea has stood
throughout life, so the body needs since a 1951 study that refuted all e"1plenty of bone marrow stem cells as dence against it at the time. The new
well.
findings were uncovered in part
If the new discovery of female because of advancing technique but
germline stern cells is found to be true also due to the kind of sharp observain bumans as well as mice, the impli- tion and happy accident that has led to
cations for women's health could be many leaps in science.
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The best album that
you've never heard
This w eek: "Bobby Darin: The Hit Singles Collection"
BY JASON GRANGER

Editor-in-Chie!
Do you know who Bobby Darin is?
If you don't, you should. This Rock and
Roll Hall of Famer is one of the most
. versatile perfmmers in music history.
Equally adept at singing rock, pop, folk
and Frank Sinatra-esque martini music,
he hit the charts with regularity from
1958 to 1973, when his life was cut
short by heart problems.
"Bobby Darin: The Hit Singles
Collection" gathers together the best of
Darin, with songs so versatile, yoW"
head will spin. The first song we will
look at is "Splish Splash." This goodtime party song has achieved legendary
status for its mildly veiled sexual innuendo and danceable beat. Written by
Darin (a rarity in the late 1950s, unless
you were Chuck Berry or Buddy
Holly), in a few short minutes, Atco
released the song to enthusiastic
crowds. I dare you to find me someone
who does not love this song and its
happy-go-lucky lyrics. "Splish splash I
was takin' a bathlLong about a
Saturday nigtitiA rub a dub dublJust
relaxing in the tubfThinking everything
was all rightJWell I stepped out the
tublPut my feet on the floorII \\'rapped
the towel around me/And 1 opened the
door and then/Splish splash/l jumped
. back in the bathlWell how was I to
know there was a party going on?"
Good times had by all.
Next up, we will look at a different
Bobby Darin (not physically of course,
but stylistically). This Bobby Darin

sang the teen-JXlp sensation "Dream
Lover." Combining rock and roll's ballads with Motown's doo-wop, Darin
had a smash on b.is hands. Once again
penned by Darin, this is actually a very .
sophisticated tune with great words.

--"--

This Rock and Roll
Hall of Famer is one
of the mosr versatile
performers in music
history... he hit the
chart with regularity
from 1958 to 1973
when his life was cut
short by heart
problems.

-- ,, --

"Dream lover where are youJWith a
love oh so true/And a hand that r can
holdITo feel you near when I grow
oldJBecause I wantiA girl to call my
ownfI want a dream lover/So I don't
have to dream alone." Great stuff
backed up perfectly by a small choir
and muted guitars. Incidentally, the session musicians included Neil Sedaka
and Fred Neil.
The next tune on our list is the Tim
Hardin-penned "If I Were a Carpenter."
This hauntingly beautiful folk song is
perfected by Darin. Released in 1966,

three years after his last big hit, he sent
this song to number eight on the
Billboard charts. While the words are
truly incredible, it is Darin's voice that
makes this song what it is. He croons
with a raspy, slightly Nick Mason-like
voice. The tune seems to anticipate the
coming of the Allman Brothers Band.
In fact, this song sounds quite similar to
"Midnight Rider" a legendary song
itself. The words are beautiful, resonating with the listener long after the song
(short at 2:23) is over. "Save my love
through loneliness/Save my love for
sorrow!I'm , givin'
you
my
onlyness/Come give your tomorrowlIf
I worked with my hands in
wood/Would you still love me!Answer
me babel 'Yes I wouldJI'll put you
above me.'"
The last song we will look at is the
legendary ''Mack the Knife." This classic song about a mass murderer is just a
great time, and it is Darin's best song. A
massive hit (topping Billboard for more
than two months), Darin's version is
better known than Louis Armstrong or
Frank Sinatra's. That is saying quite a
bit I cannot do this song justice by writing about it, so I'll just say: listen to it.
Darin is just a good time. What better compliment can I give? He is a great
respite from today's boring teen pop
and angry-white-boy nonsense. The
great thing about this album is, as you
listen to it, you find yourself saying,
'Wow, I didn't know he sings this
song" over and over. You will find
yourself happy, smiling as you listen to
this, and that is a great thing.

Don't just sit
there and do
nothing.
What do the readers think:
Results from the weekly web poll:
Do you think Howard Stern should
be taken off the air?
Yes, he a sick man - - - - -.....~23% (6 votes)

Yf,tJIl
IIIJ'I"I'
liN I) III~ 1\.

No, he did nothing wrong !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!I!!!!IIII!!!!4JJJI!!-- 31 %(8 votes)
No, but he should be punished

Don't ca r e
Results via www.thecu"entonline.com

Work for The
Current, you

A

•

•
v-

•

'15% (4 votes)

3 1% (8 vote)
*www.thecu"entonline.com does not limit yotes per
person and the poll is not a scientifo sampling.
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Sayan leaves his mark on UMSL
Before retirement, the
advertising veteran and
UMSL lecturer plans to
deliver a series of talks
on what he has learned
along the way.

BY GARY SOHN

-

StalfWriter

He spent forty years in a cutthroat
industry, appeared in a movie with one
of Hollywood's top stars and raised a
family full of success. With that
record, most people would expect to
find Sid Savan enjoying a wealthy
retirement in a far-off city. Instead, he
has dedicated the last fifteen years to
UM-St. Louis students.
Savan grew up in Springfield, Mo.
and earned a Bachelor's degree in
business from Washington University.
'1 was a Jewish boy growing up in
a very conservative town," Savan said.
'1 didn 't know what 'Jew' meant until
my mother told me. After coming
home after being beat up, my mother
asked what had happened. I told her
that [some kids] said she was a dirty
Jew. She said that she wasn' t dirty but
that we were Jewish . . . I felt like someone had hit me with a baseball bat."
Savan currently serves as a lecturer
at UM-St. Louis and has taught for
over fifteen years. Before he taught, he
worked in the adverting business for
forty years. He owned and managed
his own ad agency, The Savan
Company, for thirty of his forty years
in the field.
"We placed more local and regional ads than anyone else in town,"
Savan said, talking about his finn. "We
had accounts with Pulitzer Publishing
Company [Post-Dispatch], KSDK
radio and television [ChannelS],
Central Hardware, food accounts that
included IGA and Dierbergs, the large
shopping centers like Northwest Plaza
and Crestwood Plaza, and fifteen savings and loans companies located
across the country, from New York to
Hawaii."
Al Akerson, adjunct professor who
lectures in communication, said that he
is impressed with fact that Savan is an

Sid Savan, lecturer, communications, plans to retire from UM-st. Louis after teaching for 15 years. Prior to his career in education,
Savan worked in the advertising field for over forty years, part of which as owner of his own ad agency, The Savan Company. Savan
will deliver a series of lectures about lessons he has learned in the advertising field on March 17, April 14, and May 5 (each from 5:30
to 6:30p.m. in the SGA chambers of the MSC)

accomplished advertising professional, as well as an accomplished ad
agency CEO.
"It is probably as difficult and complex to run your own agency as it is to
do the advertising itself," Akerson
said. "One of the things that impressed
me about Sid is that he does not just
know advertising. He knows the business of advertising."
Sayan recalled several of his company's successes in the competitive
market.
"My company had handled an
account with Krerschmar Ham. who
was so small that the Simmons Srudy
didn' t have records on it to list as a
bam company in St. Louis," he said.

"But within two years, Kretschmar
Ham became one of the most expensive and bestselling hams in its market."
According to its website, Simmons
Market Research Bureau collects
information on over 8,000 brands in
460 categories, and has detailed consumer profiles with over 600 lifestyle
characteristics of media genre accessible in the United States. The bureau
has existed for more than 50 years,
chronicling
. the
"American
Consumer."
Savan also told how his ads for Van
Dyke Beer earned his company
national recognition.
",Ne got nationwide coverage in the

Wall Street Journal for our advertising
for Van Dyke Beer because our ads
had humor, believability, and they sold
he
a
marketable
difference,"
explained.
Sayan discussed surviving in the
competitive field of communications.
"Day to day was surviving," he said. "I
had no hobbies like most people who
have menial tasks. I had constant
attack from competition. If Famous
Barr loses customers, no big deal. But
if I lost an account, I could go under."
"When I retired from my own
[public relations] firm, I got bored out
of my mind after a couple of months,"
he said.
Boredom led him to find another

St. Patrick's Day revealed
BY M ELISSA M CCRARY

Features Associate

E DITOR
KATE DROLET

Features Editor
phone: 516-4886
fax: 516-6811

Spring
brings
shorts and
sunshine
BY CARRIE LEWIS

Staff Wn"ter
Although spring does not officially begin until March 20, UMSt. Louis students are already
anticipating the wann months that
lie ahead
Emily Grossman, sophomore,
photography, said that she is looking forward to wearing spring
fashion items, such as flip-flops.
Most clothing stores have already
had their spring lines available for
the past few weeks.
OldNavy.com has a variety of
flip-flops available ranging in
prices from $3.50 up to $14.50.
Abercrombie and Fitch has several pairs of spring-inspired cotton
terry shorts in their store for
$24.50. Jerew.com created some
"sun washed pocket pique polo's"
for men in bright colors that cost

$29.50.
Lauren Nassif, junior, communication, said that she is looking
forward to spring break. Whether
visiting a hotspot like Cancun or
Panama City Beach or just staying
horne and earning some extra
money, many students are anxiously awaiting this short break
from school.

The color green, pots of gold,
shamrocks, leprechauns and signs that
read, "Kiss Me I'm Irish," are a few
symbols of a popular March holiday.
''When I think of St. Patrick's Day,
I think of drunk Irish men," Lisa
. Whisenton, junior, business, said.
Although many people do commemorate this day by drinking beer,
pubs in Ireland were originally closed
on March 17.
Each year on this holiday, those
wbo are Irish and those who are not
will celebrate the day by wearing
green, attending different events, participating in parades and drawing
attention to their own heritage and traditions.
While many people are aware of
the normal St. Patrick's Day symbols,
some might not know how this holiday first began.
The celebration of St. Patrick's
Day dates back to March 17 in 461
A.D., when the patron saint of Ireland
died.
Patrick, born with the name of
Maewyn, became more connected to

Christianity after he studied in a
monastery. Once appointed as the second bishop to Ireland., he wanted to
share his strong religious beliefs with
others.
Over his next thirty years as bisbop, Patrick traveled throughout
Ireland converting pagans to
Christians, opening churches and
schools, and belping the poor.
Some people recognize St.
Patrick's Day as a religious holiday,
since it takes place during Lent, a
period of forty days before Easter celebrated by Christians.
The United States did not recognize this day as a holiday until March
17, 1762, when Irish soldiers serving
in the English army began a parade in
New York City.
UM-St. Louis reference librarian
Clinton Berry lived in New York and
witnessed many St. Patrick's Day
parades.
''When I lived in New York, the
holiday was very popular and I think
it began as an excuse for most New
Yorkers to party," Berry said.
Today, people of all ethnic backgrounds in countries all over the
world celebrate St. Patrick's Day.
In Dublin, Ireland, St Patrick's

Features Associate
With weekly workshops, job
search assistance consulting, special
projects and job fairs, UM-St. Louis
Career Services offers a variety of
ways to help students find internships, part-time jobs and full-time
careers.
Director of Career Services Teresa
Balestreri explained some of the services offered through career services.
"We are not a placement agency.
We work in partnership to connect
graduates and undergraduates to
employers," Balestreri said.
The majority of the services are
provided to srudents free of charge. A
fee of $35 is required for students to
post resumes online through the ERecruiting website. When students
post their resumes online, they are
connected to employers and can view
job leads and contact information that
could be helpful in a job search. Each
resume is posted online for one year,

and if a student wishes to continue to
post infonnation, a $10 fee is
required for each additional year.
Although a person's resume can
remain online for one year, many
people are able to find ajob after only
three to six months.
Balestreri said that in 2003, 80
percent of students landed rewarding
positions si..x months afterf their graduation and nine percent of students
went to graduate schools.
"The earlier a person starts to look
for a job, the better chance they have
with finding the right career . in this
growing economy," Balestreri said.
Students can view posted positions through the resume book,
receive direct referrals for interviews
and determine which jobs best suit
them.
Beth Mueller, senior, accounting,
created her resume through the
Career Services online network.
After a month, Mueller said., she was
able to set up an interview with a
company that selected her as a future
employee.

festivities last a couple of days
with special church ceremonies,
parades, food, concerts, plays, fireworks and other entertainment.
Historians believe that the shamrock is an important sign to Irish traditions. Some have said that the
plant's three leaves have religious
meaning relating to the Chlistian
Trinity.
Jeff Bosaw, sophomore,
business, believes that
the symbols of a pot
of gold and a shamrock have different
connotations.
'1 think that

Greek film series
continues

•

BY ANGELA ASHLEY

StalfWriter

To learn more
about the history
of this holiday, the
beliefs of Irish
folklore and how
people around the
world Qonor St.
Patrick's Day, visit
www.historychannel.com.

'1 started at Boeing in the fInancial department as an intern, and now
they have given me an offer and a
contract for a full-time position once
I graduate this spring," she said.
While juniors or seniors are the
most common groups to post
resumes through the E-Recruiting
network, Career Services provides
help to all grade levels and all majors
and both undergraduate and graduate
level students.
Students who do· not wish to post
their resume through the online network can attend the weekly workshops that focus on career s earching.
The workshops sponsored by
Career Services include topics such
as resume Writing, interviewing
skills, using technology in a job
search and job search strategies .
Eacb year Career Services hosts
four annual job fairs. The job fairs
allow employers to recruit on campus. The job fairs take place in
February, March, August and
September.
Some of the companies that attend

see SID SAVAN, page 12

Poetry, films ~
highlight
foreign languageweek

Career Services helps job seekers
BY MELISSA MCCRARY

job, and he decided to teach at the college level. Savan said that he started
teaching for selfish reasons, but then
realized that he could actually help
young people who wanted to make a
living in the co=unication field.
.)
'1 did some political work after I
retired and met Terry Jones," Savan
recalled. "Jones was 50meone who I
had worked with in polling, and he
was teaching at UMSL I had lunch
with him one afternoon and told him
that retirement was driving me out of
my mind .. .l told Terry that I ~ \
love to do what he did: teach."

the fairs include Anheuser-Busch,
Edward
Jones,
CitiMortgage,
Niemann
Marcus,
Missouri
Department of Corrections, St.
John's Mercy Medical Center,
Verizon Wireless and Walgreens
Company.
The job fair held on March 12
welcomed 91 employers to the UMSt. Louis campus.
'This year's job fair was up 18
percent the amount of companies
compare<;! to last year's attendance
rate," Balestreri said.
Mueller feels that the services provided are extremely helpful in assisting students with finding the career
that they want.
Students seeking career assistance
can set up an appointment with a
career specialist for individualized
counseling. The Career Services
office is open Monday through
Thursday from 9 am. until 6 p.m.,
and on Friday from 9 a.ill. until 5
p .m. Call 516-5111 for more information or to schedule an appointment.

On Sunday, March 7, UM-St.
Louis students gathered in Gallery 210
to watch the French film, "Les
Glaneurs Et La Glaneuse."
The film viewing marked the culmination of Foreign Languages week, 'l
which ran from March I through
7.
March
The
Greek Film
Department
Series
of Foreign
Languages
March 17
and
"A Matter ofDignityn ~
Literatures,
6:30 P.M., 200 Lucas
located in
Hall
554 Clark
Hall, started
March 31
the
week "Ete1'11ity and a Day"
with a multi- 6:30 P.1!f., 200 Lucas
lingual poetHall
ry reading in
the
JC
April 14
Penney "Z?by Costas Gam'as
Buildin g . 6:30 P.M. , 200 Lucas
On Tuesday,
Han
March
2,
Aprll2'8
there were
"Rembetiko" 'by
viewings of
Kostas.Ferris
French and
Japane s e 6 :3 0 P.M. , 2 00 Lucas
H all
fllms,
as
well as the
induction of
several new members into Alpha Mu
Gamma, the national foreign language '\
honor society. On Wednesday, there
was a Greek film viewing, follOWed bv
a Spanish film viewing on Thursday.
On Friday, students were able to see
"Mostly Martha," a German film that
was shown at the German Culture
t
Center. ''Les Glaneurs Et L
Glaneuse" rounded out the week'sa
events.
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Gallery 21 0 features work
of Carr·e Mae Weems
"May Days
Long
Forgotten,"
the exhibit
by Carrie
Mae Weems
is on display
at Gallery
210 until
April 3. It
includes
visual art
that is
peaceful as
well as beautiful.

BY STEFANIE TAYLOR

Staff Writer

Gallery 210's lastest exhibition is "May Days Long Forgotten,"
featuring work by noted photographer Carrie M ae Weems.

Carrie Mae Weems's "May Days
Long Forgotten" exhibition is currentlyon display at UM-St. Louis' Gallery
210. The exhibition romantically displays the life of the black middle class
youth by presenting young black subjects in a pastoral and optimistic manner.
The exhibition consists of sixteen
pieces, including one 7.S-minute film.
Some of the most notable pieces
include the tum-of-the-century wooden frames and convex glasses that
house numerous C-prints of black girls
clad in their most comfortable summer
dresses staring back at the lens with
pride. The early-twentieth-century
drawing-room effect forces the viewer
to think about the lack of brown skin in
the original period of art.
''It's certainly one of the most
important exhibitions at the University
since I've been director," Terry Suhre,
director of Gallery 210, said. The
gallery is now located in Building 44
next to the UM-St. Louis Police
Station.
'''The exhibition reveals the power
relationships and struggles between
both race and gender," said Suhre,
who has been with the gallery since
1996. "Carrie blends a dense mix of
allusions and social issues with an
approach that is evocative of earlier
times,"
Suhre feels that the eclectic collection in "May Days Long Forgotten" is
less confrontational than Weems's earlier exhibitions. He said that he considers Weems to be one of the bestknown international black artists.
'This is a very important exhibition
to come to St. Louis," he said.
"Students who are interesteD in political science and art history should definitely come see it"
Delia Johnson, sophomore, history,
viewed the newly opened exhibition

Kerry in 2004?

SPRING,

Taking a'look at the Mass. Senator
BY CARR1E LEWIS

Staff Write,.

Now that John Kerry has been
nominated as the official democratic
candidate for the 2004 Presidential
election, UM-St. Louis students
should learn about the man they will
be voting for, or against, in
November.
Kerry was born in Denver, Co., but
actually calls Massachusetts home.
Kerry graduated from Yale arId served
in Vietnam as a swift boat officer.
JohnKerry.com explains that
Kerry's experience in Vietnam cha1lenged him "to question decisions he
believed were being made to pmtect
those in positions of authority in
Washington at the expense of the soldiers carrying on the fighting in
Vietnam." This led Kerry to co-found
Vietnam Veterans of America and
speak out for Vietnam Veterans
Against the War.
Kerry later attended and graduated
from Boston College Law School. He
became a prominent prosecutor and
succeeded in creating an innovative
rape crisis crime unit, among other
distinguished accomplishments.

and was particularly interested in a
series of contemporary silver gelatin
monochrome prints. Weems intentionally pokes fun at the issues of color
with six pmfiles of black children
dipped
in
unusual colors
like red, blue,
yellow
and
magenta.
"I really like
'High
Yella
Girl' ," Johnson
said, who felt
that the artist
was trying to
discuss prejudices within the
- - -...."". black conununity. 'There is a
Carrie Mae
real disc.riminaWeems
tion
toward
people who are darker. People really
favor yellow skin."
Jolmson also said she enjoyed the
pastoral fil m, "Coming Up for Air,"
which utilizes an immobile camera

In 1982, Kerry won the election es that once elected, he will take on
for Lieutenant Governor and then the insurance companies and make
stepped up to the Senate in 1984. health care affordable for all
Since then Kerry has been re-elected Americans.
Other major issues Kerry is
three times, in 1990, 1996 and again
attempting to tackle include quickly
in 2002.
His most recent focus as senator finishing what Bush staJ.ted in Iraq,
----""I has been on pursuing environmental values,
reforming strengthening our national security
public and helping students prepare for, pay
schools, for and complete college.
Two controversial issues that
strengthening
the Kerry has not been very outspoken
economy, about ar·e abortion and homosexual
protecting marriages. Although Democrats have
the environ- historically been pro-choice and at
ment
and least more tolerant of same sex maradvancing riages than Republicans have, some
America ' s wonder if Kerry 's active participation
foreign poli- in the Catholic Church will affect his
view on these important topics. Dave
cy interests.
John Kerry,
Monica Holy, junior,· astronomy, said,
Democratic presiCervellione, "Catholics are generally against abordential candidate
junior, tion and homosexuality." Holy said
music edu- that he hopes Kerry would continue to
cation, said that she is concerned . draw a clear line between the govemabout Bush's tax cuts and supports ment and religion.
Kerry's plan to correct the problem.
As of Monday, March 8, CNN
During the most recent Democratic reported that Kerry is slightly ahead
debate, Kerry explained that he plans of Bush in the Gallup polls. Visit
to reverse President Bush's tax cuts www.politicsl.com for more inforfor the very wealthy and spend that mation about Kerry, as well as the
money on health care. Keny promis- other candidates running for office.

Chiropractic...
The Choice For Me
Jason Kucma is a Third-year student from Medford, NJ. He graduated
from Ithaca College with a Bachelor's Oegree in Exercise Phy,siology
concentrating in Cardiac Rehabilitation .
"The only thing that has ever captured my attention was studying the
human body. The more I learned in school, the more I needed to know.
The most logical step for me was to become a Doctor of Chiropractic
so I could truly help people".
Before making his decision to attend Logan, Jason visited
nearly half of the chiropractic colleges in the United States.
"Logan is in the perfect location in a safe, residential area.
The Admissions staff are very friendly and helpful and the
faculty are excellent."
Logan College offers students an incredible learning
environment blending a rigorous chiropractic program with
diverse and active student population. If you are looking
for a healthcare career that offers tremendous personal
satisfaction, professional success and income
commensurate with your position as a
Doctor of Chiropractic, contact Logan College of
ChiropractiC today and explore your future.

from page
6
......::---- - - --

StudentCity.com has specials for
students looking for a popular vacation destination this spring. The
online travel agency has de.l1s for as
low as $199 per person.
College tudents swarm to many
exotic locations during the warmer
months.
"Th.is might be one of my last
chances to go on vacation before I
have start looking for a career and
taking on a lot more responsibilities," Nassif said.
Despite these spring activities
students look forward to, some are
simply excited about the sunnier
days in the near future. Dawn

FOREIGN LANGUAGES,
"Les Gl aneurs Et La Glaneuse"
was not only part of Foreign
Languages Week. but also part of a
French Film Series that has been
taking place on Sundays . The series
started on Feb. 22.
"We had only a few students the
frrst time, but interest has grown.
We've had a lot more people come
since, and have seen a great
response," said Jim Karslake,
administrative associate of the foreign language department. The
de partment is also hosting a series of
Greek m ms.

teen years. "This exhibition is
extremely beautiful because of its use
of color."
Weems, who was bom in Portland,
Ore., attended the University of
California and the California Institute
of the AIts. She has received several
awards and fellowships, including the
Alpert Award for Visual Arts. Weems
has also served as artist-in-residence at
several universities while teaching at
Harvard University, Williams College,
Hunter College and California College
of Arts and Crafts. She has also participated in solo and group exhibitions
since her emergence as a sociallyminded artist in the early 1980s.
The Carrie Mae Weems exhibition
is sponsored in part by City Digital, the
Regional Arts Commission, the
Missouri Arts Council and the Center
for the Humanities. ''May Days Long
Forgotten" will remain on display at
Gallery 210, Exhibition Space A, until
April 3. The Gallery is free and open to
the public Tuesday through Saturday,
from 11 a.Tll. to 5 p.m.

and an immobile background, but features jumbo-sized black girls dancing
around a sun-dipped May Pole, which
symbolizes freedom from work and
oppression.
''It's nice to see her use more sedous emotions contrasted with happy
ones," Johnson said.
Weems also addresses oppression
in ''Let Them Eat Cake," a series of
three C-prints that mocks Marie
Antoinette as a symbol of the tyranny
before revolution and a wall of wealth
between the middle class and nobility.
Susan Cahan, Des Lee endowed
professor in contemporary art, is compiling a catalogue essay on Weems's
most recent exhibition,
'The
Louisiana Project" (2003), which is
commissioned by and displayed at The
Newcomb Art Gallery at Tulane
University in New Orleans.
"One of the things that is really
noticeable about 'May Days Long
Forgotten' is a new sense of lightness
and optimism," Cahan said, who has
been following Weems's work for fif-

-- _._- ---_...._..._ .__... _._ - - _..-_ ._- _.--_.

Brown, senior, psychology, said that
she doe not care if the weather is
chilly, as long as the sun is shining.
For some. longer, brighter days
mean more than just excursions to
the park. Sunny weather means
relief from sea onal depression. A
moderate percentage of the population suffers from this disorder, and
some exhibit serious symptoms with
the arrival of the winter months .
These symptoms can include wei ght
fluctuation, insomnia and lack of
motivation. Many doctors use light
therapy, daily exposure to blight
lights, as a treatment for this mental
illness . Al though many of these

frmn page 6
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symptoms subside in spring, summer and even early fall, a person
with the conditiQIl should not wait
for the weather change to seek professional help.
A much larger number of people
experience an occasional case of the
"w inter blues." This is often
described as the normal feelings
associated with the shorter, dar·ker
days of winter.
Whether it is the anticipation of
losing the winter jacket or the pleasure of seeing the sun, UM-St. Louis
students' spirits should improve in
the months approaching the long
awaited sununer break.

_ .__. _.-_ _--------_._ --_.-- - -

"We've basically been trying to
increase the interest in foreign languages, and the numbers are increasing over the last couple of years,"
Karslake said. "Students useD to just
take foreign languages to fulfill their
arts and sciences requirements, but
now I think interest has shifted and
they realize it's impOltant to their
future careers."
The department of foreign languages and literatures offers majors
and minors in French and Spanish,
as well as a minor in German.
Courses are also available for lan-

..

guages such as Chinese, Japanese,
Latin and Modern Greek.
Students can also visit language
tables, where people interested in
languages such as French, Gennan,
Spanish and Greek get together a
few times each month to keep current on their language skills.
Students interested in participating in foreign language programs or
events can visit the website for the
department
at
http://www.umsl.eduldivisions/artsc
ience/forlanglitl or call 516-6240 for
more information.

PRE-REGISTRATION APPOINTMENT TIMES
FOR
SUMMER SESSIONS 2004
FALL SEMESTER 2004
ALL currently enrolled UM-St. Louis students will receive their pre-registration
appointment times via the students' "University E-Mail Account." Currently enrolled
students will NO LONGER receive this information by U.S . mail.
Students who have questions regarding their "University E-mail Account" may access:
htt:l/gatewavid.umsl.edu.
The schedule of courses is now exclusively web-based:
http://www.u msl.edu/ curriculum/CO URSESI
For additional registration/advising information:
http ://www. umsl. ed u/~re gi ster/co u rses/registering. htm

To download a registration fonn:
1itt:p :I/www. u msl.ed u /~register/forms/regform .pdf

In addition, appointment times may be viewed by accessing STARUMSL, or by calling
TRAIN at 516-7000.
Jason Kucma
Third-Year Student

..

. _--_._-~-

Students who are new to the UM-St. Louis campus will still receive their registration
forms by U.S mail.
Please contact the Office of the Registrar at 314-516-5545 if you have any questions.
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Does the NBA benefit from high schoolers?
BV DAVE S EC KMAN

Staff W'riter
These days some would argue
that the best thing that has happened
to the NBA was their recent acquisition of some young players from
both the college and high school
lev is. It seems that more and more
players from around the ages of 18
to 21 are making the huge j ump
from the college and high school
levels straight up to the NBA.
Up until the past five year or so,
no one had even heard of a high
school level player jumping right
through college and into the NBA.
Back about twenty years ago if you
would have mentioned it to s.omeone they probabiy would have told
you in your dreams. La! ly, dream.s
have been coming true for some
young players such as Kobe Bryant;
and Carmela
LeBron Jame

Anthony just to name a few.
The ii'lreres tihg thing about this is
that these men are playing on levels
far superior to their age level. If you
would have taken Michael Jordan
out of higb school and put him LT}to
the NBA, he would not have made
it, he even was cut from his high
school ream and many consider him
the best to ever play the game.
Today these young players are
signing large enough contracts to
give them enough money to buy
house s and cars when they are in
most cases only ten days removed
from their mothers ' homes. Not
niy is the le.ague buying into them
so is advertising ar1d fans. Within
the flrst week of signing his multi!Tl.illion dollar deal with th e
Cleveland Cavaliers, James signed
Q record~break.ing $90 million dollar
deal witJ1 ike, and this was before
he had even stepped onto the bas-

ketball comt as a professional.
So, is it right that these few select
players are able to skip their years
as a college player and student so
they can sign for all the money?
UM -St. Louis student Andy
Klosterman was apposed to the situation.
"I think that it should be no question that they go to college fIrst.
They should have to eam their way
to the NBA, just like all other high
school and college athletes. High
school players who are good
enough go to top division I schools,
and then after college they move on
to the professional ranks, just as
everyone has done for years,"
Klosterman said.
On the other side of the issue.
there have been many other important changes that have come up
since high school players have been
allowed to enter into the draft.

Things such as revenue, league
expansion, competition and fan
base are all par'!: of the change that is
taking place within the league right
now. These very young players may
be signing for millions of dollars,
but at the same time, they are bringing in tons of money to their
respected. programs.
Since James and Anthony have
started playing this season, the
Cleveland and Denver franchises
have seen a dramatic increase in
ticket sales. Both tearns went from
what was an embarrassing team last
year with average attendances
below ten thousand and have now
transitoned into sell out crowds and
into playoff contending teams. So
who is to say that these players
should not be able to claim their
stake at playing at this level"
Matt Howe, UM-St. Louis junior
le\el student, thirtics that they have

every right to play if they can handle it.
"If they have the skills ,then I
t:hirhl.c that the league has every right
to let them into the NBA. If they are
good enough then I say let them
play. TIley have already brought a
lot back to the NBA this season,"
Howe said.
To let them play or to not let
them piay.. that is the question. It has
become one of the fastest rising
issues with pro level sports, because
most of them if not aH nf them will
take in an athlete whD at least 18 or
older and many do nut even recruit
players who have fiot at least attended college first. So what is your
opinion on this? Suould they be able
to make the rn..i.llions if they are
good enough, or should they have to
go through the system just as everyone else has done for the entire history of their sport?
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Send me an e-mail:
current@jinx.umsl.edu

Check out the R-men

and R-women sports at
www.umsl-sports.com

UPCOMING

Baseball
March 17
e At Quincy

March 20
- At N. Kentucky

Softball
March 20
e Indianapolis

at home

"

Kobe Bryant is the f irst truiy high profile
high schoo! to NBA player. Despite
recent allegations of rape, he was voted
in as an All-Stai starter.

0

While Carmelo Anthony d'i d not go from
high school to the NBA, he left Syr.a cuse
after his sophomore year to play for the
Denver Nuggets.

Softba I starts out strong,
wins five of eight in March
BY JAMES DAUGHERT Y
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LeBron James is the odds on favorite to
win this year's rookie of the year award.
He went straight from high school to join
the Cleveland Caveliers.
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GRETCHEN MOORE
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StaJfW'Jiter
The UM-St. Louis oftball team
won five of eight games in its season
opener in Florida March 3 through
March 7. Opening day, the team plit
two games , losing to LeMoyne 5-1
and then beating Regional foe
Northwood 4-3. March 4 was the
worst day for the team, who lost
back-to-back games. Soutb Dakota
State defeated the Riverwomen 4-3
in a game that lasted 10 innings, and
Concordia defeated the Riverwomen
4-0. Commenting on the tough day
Coach Nicky Dumin said the following.
"We had runners on base the
whole game against South Dakota
State, but couldn't get the runs home.
It was a tough game to lose, and then
directly afterwards we had to play
Concordia and it was hard for the
girls to rebound."
The team did manage to rebound
very well the next four games
though, defeating Southern New
Hampshire 7-0, Tiffin 4-1 the following day, then notching a win over
Regional rival Kutztown 5-0 and
Indiana
finally
they
blasted
Pennsylvania by a margin of 11-2 on
the final day of play. On why the trip
was particularly important to the

team. Coach Durnin aid.
"Would we have liked to go 6-2
on the trip? Well sure. But we played
hard and two of the wins we got were
over regionally ranked teams ,
Northwood
and
Kutztown .
Kutztown beat one of our conference
rivals earlier in fact so that win was
a very good one for us."
The Riverwomen outscored their
opponents 27-3 over the last four

--"-We had runners on
base the whole fame
against South
Dakota State, but we
could get any runs
home.
- Nicky Durnin, softb all
coach

--,,--

games, including two complete
shutouts. Coach Durnin attributes the
success to their defense, not their
offense, which may come and go.

"Our pitchers did a phenomenal
job. They tepped up to the challenge
and over all eight garnes, they
allowed only one homerun. They
gave our offense a chance to score
runs. We shive to be perfect on
defense, if we score just one run in a
game, we should still win that
game."
The offense did come out big in
the last few games, and one player in
particular did very well. Kimmy
Kulaitis hit well all week long, and
then capped her performance with a
grand slam. The Riverwomen's preliminary success is that much more
remarkable consideripg that they had
three outdoor practices prior to opening games. They managed to work
inside, but the difference is huge
between being out on the field and
inside working on mechanics. It
hints that the best is yet to come for
the team.
The team can be seen in action
here at noon on March 20 and 21 in
their first conference games against
Indianapolis University and Saint
Joseph's University. The players will
be signing posters and Hall of Fame
inductees will throw the opening
pitches. There wilJ be concession
stands open, festivities offered during half innings and all are invited to
attend.

Kevin Ottley' The Cun'en!

Matt Schaff, of the Rivermen tennis team, makes a serve during
a spring 2003 match.

Tennis takes first match
BY G RETCHEN M OORE

Sports Editor

March 21
eSt. Joseph's at home

Men's
Tennis
March 15
eAt McKendree

March16
-Rockhurst at home

March 22
-Vs. Caretton College

Mike

Riverwomen softball player Ashley Compton rounds third base during a Spring 2003 game. The
Riverwomen won five of eight games during the Rebel games held last week in Florida.

Ourrell!

, The UM-St. Lows men's tennis
team notched a win in its first match
of the season, defeating Lewis &
Clark 7-2.
The Rivermen swept the three
doubles matches, winning one doubles 8-5, two doubles 8-4 and three
doubles 8-6. In the singles matches,
UM-St. Louis lost at the frrst two
singles spots, but got wins from two
newcomers as Francis Lam won 6-1,
6-0 at three singles and James
Daugherty won 6-2, 6-1 at six singles. Other singles wins came from
Raj Saini at four singles and Stephen
Pobst at frve singles .
Enrico Kasjan of Lewis and Clark
defeated UM-St. Louis 's number
one player Matt Vaullchard 6-4, 6-2.
Lewis and Clark's Daniel Quinn
defeated number two Mike Schaaf of
the Rivermen 4-6, 6-4 (5). Francis
Lam beat Elic Cromer.
The Rivermen's Saini number
four, defeated Kyle Jobe of Lewis
ar1d Clark 6-1, 6~ 1. Number fIve for
UM-St. Louis, Pobst, defeated

Travis Tillman 6-2, 6-1. And
Daugherty def. J.D . Foree.
"It was a great match to start the
season off with. It's always great to
go into your year with a win,"
Vaulkhard said, "We ' re going to
keep on the same path and keep
bringing home wins."
The UM-St. Louis men's tennis
team did just that when they cruised
to an easy 9-0 win over Maryville on
Saturday afternoon in the flrst home
match for the Rivelmen this season.
UM-St. Louis swept all three
doubles matches to begin the day,
winning 8-0 at both two and three
doubles, and winning one doubles 81. In the singles matches, the
Riverrnen dominated each match.
UM-SI. Louis got three singles
wins by 6-0, 6-0 scores from Lam at
three singles, Saini at four singles
and Daugherty at six singles.
Vaulkhard won at one singles 6-1 , 60, Sehaaf won 6-0, 6-2 at two singles
and Pobst won 6-0, 6-2 at five singles to complete the sweep for the
Rivermen.
The Rivermen will be in action
again on Monday afternoon when
they travel to play at McKendree at
3:30p.m.
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Rivennen baseball slaughters
• Hinsdale Chargers 24-7

the Rivermen down by two. UM-St
Louis looked poised for a rally in the
last inning, with Colby Hughes scoring
on a balk and Sanders advancing to
The UM-St. Louis Baseball team, third as well, but were unable to bring
t bost of the Springhill Suites by Mariott in the tying run with two outs.
Invitational, ended the March 5-7 Retribution would be swift and certain,
event with a 24-7 route of Hillsdale. bowever, as the Rivennen poured it on
The offensive ' explosion gave the in their second game of the day. Nine
Rivennen a 2-2 record for the tourna- players bad two or more bits as the
ment With a bit of dija vu, UM-Sr. team totaled 21 for the game, bagging
Louis split garpes with
24 runs.
each opponent, barely
Cbasing the
f losing the first and conHillsdale starter
vincingly winning the
after
3 2/3
second game against [Jon] Mercer and Pat innings by scorMcNichols also ing ten runs,the
both Grand Valley State
and Hillsdale.
added three RBis real fun came in
To start the weekfifth as UMapiece as the the
end, UM -St Louis
St Louis pum, faced Grand Valley offense was firing on meled two difState on the diamond.
all cylinders. ferent pitchers
With the Rivennen's
for eleven more.
four errors in the field,
Logan Hugbes
Grand Valley found
had a two RBI
five unearned runs to
single and finhelp them defeat the
ished with four .
~ Rivermen 12-9. Not
in the game, while teammate Morgan
ones to roll over, the boys of spring drilled a three RBI double and had a
sharpened their defense and kept the final tally offi ve.
hot bats swinging, downing Grand
Mercer and Pat McNicbols also
Valley 10-3 in their second game.
added three RBIs apiece as the offense
Colby and Logan Hughes each had was firing on all cylinders. UM-St
three bits, while Tony Grana and Jon Louis used pitcbers Tony Landano,
" Mercer each notched two. Most Jonathan Pate and Eric Michaelis,
. impressive was starting pitcber Josh going 3 213, 2 1/3 and one inning
Morgan, giving up just three runs on respectively. Jonathan Pate got the
three bits in a complete game effort
win, giving up two ll,lllS on five bits.
Against Hillsdale the Rivennen lost
Now 4-6, the UM-St Louis basetheir first contest despite first baseman ball team is off for some fun in the sun
Scott Sanders' 4 for 4 perfohnance at as they travel to Florida for a sbort stint
, : the plate and an early lead, as a four- before diving into Great Lakes Valley
run fifth inning by Grand Valley put Conference play.
BY WILL ROESTER

- StajfWrl;;:;:--- -
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ABOVE: Josh Thomas lunges, but can't quite reach a single by a
Hillsdale player during a March 7 game at the Mark TWain Athletic
Field. The Rivermen dominated the Hillsdale Chargers, winning
the second game against them 24-7. The Rivermen picked up 11
runs in the fifth inning alone.

RIGHT: Outfielder Logan Hughes went 4-for-9 with three runs and
five RBis during the second game of a doubleheader against
Hillsdale March 7.

The Riverman is on
BY GRETCHEN MOORE

- -sports Edito,.- -

!

After years of informal discussion, a group of students recently
requested that Chancellor Thomas F
George consider changing the UMSt. Louis mascot to something more
gender neutraL UM-St Louis adopted the Riverrnan as its mascot in the
19605.

A committee conslstmg of students, alumni, faculty and staff is
reviewing the issue. An online survey
was sent student-wide, It intended to
gauge the level of interest to make a
change, and it would help the committee make an informed recommendation to George.
Questions on the survey consisted of whether or not students
felt that UM-St. Louis should
change its mascot in the flfst place.

Then,
there

if

,.

The CUfTent is
applications for n_......
year's positions.
Positions include
Managing editor
Business
Ad director
News editor
Come see us at
Features
388 MSC or
Sports editor
516-6810
A& E editor

way out as UMSL mascot
was a change, students were asked if
they felt that the river theme should
be kept in play.
A list of suggested mascots
included the Archers, Bulldogs,
Explorers, Pioneers, Red Dogs,
River Cats, River Dogs, River
Dragons, River Eagles and River
Pilots. There was also a space left
to suggest ideas for the new mascot
As of Saturday, over 1,000 people had taken the survey and the

Pioneers were leading with th e most
amount of number-one votes followed by the Bulldogs, Explorers
and River Pilots,
"Even though there is a lot of
skepticism about the nece ssity of a
new mascot alTlong students and people throughout the UMSL community, there are a lot of people that are
really excited about it and what it can
do for the campus," new mascot
committee
member
Tan zeena

Hossain said,
All students are encouraged to add
their suggestions and participate in
the survey in order to satisfy the
desire by many people of the UM-St
Louis community for a new repl'esentative to symbolize the strength
and individuality, which is now
embodied by the Rivennan ,
Go
to
https:llfusion.umsLedulmascot to fill
out the survey,
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Local band adds flair to modern music
BY LAURA HEPBURN

iVlus[c Critic

EDITOR
CASEY ScHACHER

A&E Editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-68 11

While most of us have had unfortunate experien es at open-rnic nights
when a couple college guys took the
stage bearing acoustic guitars, there is
an energy and humor to a local band
named Ludo that surpasses the stereotypes.
Ludo was officially founded in the
summer of 2000 when singer/guitarist
Andrew Volpe and guitarist Tun Ferrell
began entertaining audiences as a humble twosome. With help from occasional collaborators. the two musicians
wrote a few songs and played a few
shows on occasions when both were
home fro m school. Even without a
"whole" band., the upbeat melodies and
quirky lyrics bad the ability to spark
interest.
FOltunately, for St Louisan.s and
music fans, Ludo decided to go further
than open-mic night with their music.
In the spring of 2003. Volpe and Ferrell
began traveling to spread their music in
the fotm of a three-song EP and performances across 30 different cities including Houston, New York, Orlando and
Milwaukee. The show venues ranged
from rock clubs to community centers.
but the band always received the san1e
questions: ··When was their full-length
album coming our?" and ''When would
they have the whole band together?"
Attempting to have answers for

those questions, Ludo invited Ferrell's
former band mate Tun Convy to be the
official Ludo keyboardist. All that
remained to be had was a rhythm section and an album. Having seen Illusicians during their travels, Ludo did not
take long to find the necessary components. As Ludo walked into a St. Louis
studio that summer, they were a fivepiece band featuring bassist Marshall
Fanciullo and dnnnrner Matt Palermo.
Choosing a wide range of topics, Ludo
put together 11 tracks for their debut
self-titled album.
When CD cover art portrays flaming silver letters against a solid black
background, I tend to ·predict heavy
rock or metal. Im<leo1ne my SUIprise
when I popped the CD in and was confronted with catchy, melodic tunes
combining the softer side of Green Day,
the light, toe-tapping feel of a ' 50s boy
band and the humor and energy of the
Barenaked Ladies.
While pop-punk has become a thing
of our times, I have always had some
difficulty in separating one band from
another and, at times , one song from
another. Ludo has achieved the previously impossible by taking the poppunk element of our generation and
making it incredibly unique. The
melodies are largely happy ones, and
the powerful guitars are balanced by
clever lyric and crooning backup
vocals.
Ludo has a bright future . They

If you
are
depres
sed
about
being
in town ,
for
spring
break,
treat
yourself to
a little
Ludo.

appeal to the fans of several genres. I
feel confidant in recommending the
album to my 13-year-old brother who
love Good Charlotte and Story of the
Year but also plan to introduce it to my
forty-something mother who listens to
the Barenaked Ladies. Ludo also has
impressive lyrics that far surpass the
nursely-rhyme words of many modem
artists.
The diversity of the tracks makes it
difficult to offer examples of what

genre Ludo fits into. There are a couple
tracks, however, that could definitely
get you hooked. "Hum Along" is the
kind of song that needs to get played on
the radio because it has the beautiful
images, sentiments and melodies that
make people hungry for more. On the
other hand., "Girls On Trampolines" has
a Reel-Big-Fish vibe paired with some
of the most hysterical lyrics I have ever
heard.
The moral of this story is that Ludo

has
amazing talent and energy that will take
them to the top. While it is hard to put
Ludo·s music into words, St. Louis residents can appreciate the opportunity to '
hear it firsthand Ludo will be playing at
Mi.ssiss~ppi Nights em March 26.
If you me depressed about being in
tOW11 for spring break, treat yourself to
a little Lucio. That way, even if it is not
Hawaii, the concert will give you at
least one positive experience to brag . '
about when classes resume.

&E
Calendar

Movies
'Film openings are subject
to change.

Week of
March 15
Dawn of the DeadIn the midst of a
strange event t hat
causes millions of
corpses to walk the
earth as bloodthirsty zombies, a
small group of survivors seeks shelter
in a shopping mall.
Eternal Sunshi ne of
the Spot less MindJim Carrey stars in
this quirky romantic
drama written by
Charlie Kaufman as
a man who changes
his mind about a
proced ure designed
to erase memories
of his ex-girlfriend
(Kate Winslet).

Ongoing
Secret WindowJohnny Depp stars
in this adaptation of
a novella by
Stephen King about
a writer who is
being stalked at his
remote lake house
by a madman who
claims that the
writer's brilliant .
stories are not only
stolen, but are, in
fact, his. Rated PG-

13.

Strata Ovenbaked offers healthy sandwiches for every taste
aJ 0 order traditional or Lite and next to the register. After deciding
melts.
what we wanted., Melissa chose a Lite
Healthy
Stcif.! \'(hter
This week, I opted for a slightly & Healthy Ham and Swiss sandwich
Strata Ovenbaked sits quiet and differen t type of food than usual. ($3.99) and a 16-ounce soda ($1.09).
unassuming in the Central West End. Joining me as usual was Melissa I ordered n traditional B.L.T. ($3.99)
ll1e eatery can be describe.d as a cra s Schmitz, a connoissem of sandwiches • a chocolate-chip cookie ($.99) and a
between the Saint Lo uis Bread and a previous Subway employee. soda.
Whi le waiting for the food., we
Company and Quiznos. They offer We arrived on Friday around 6 p.m. at
oven-fresh sandwiches, traditionally the quiet eatery. Aside from us, only checked out the place. It was small,
clean and brightly lit. Tables were
made, or Lite and Healthy for all of tlu·ee women were there.
The large and colorful menu hung placed poradically across the floor.
you health nuts out there. Yo u can
Counter seating was available in fro nt
of a wall or in front of a window. The
window was decora ted with
snowflakes, hopefully not trying to
entice the bad weather to come back.
We chose to sit in front of the window.
We did not ba e to wait long for
our food . This can be attributed to tbe
guarantee that ali sandwiches are
made in five minutes or less. Instead
of just calling out our number, an
employee brought om food over to
us.
The food tasted delicious. The
sandwiches were wann, but not hot.
The bread was crunchy but fresh, as
well as the meat and vegetables. '1
Jesse Gaterl The CIlnT.'1/I
loved it," Melissa said. "Two thumbs
Strata, located in the Central West End, provides an aHemative
up."
choice to ordinary fast food . With its fresh baked bread , Strata
Not in the mood for a sandwich?
gives its patrons a healthy choice with made--to-order sandwiches.
BY MONICA MART IN

Strata offers delicious sandwiches for t he discriminating sandwich connoisseur.

Not a problem. Strata also has salads
and soups. Sides include chips and
potato salad The menu may be small,
but it makes up for that in great taste.
and there is no extra cost for the Lite
and Healthy sandwiches.
With a warm and welcoming
atmosphere, Melissa and I took
advantage of the OPPOltunity to relax
and catch up on each other's lives.
We did not feel the need to rush

through dinner. Once the women left,
it was just us and the employees, as
well as the occasional customer who
came in to place an order to go.
Melissa and I really enjoyed our
leisurely dinner at Strata, and we ,
intend on heading back there again.
For great sandwiches and prompt,
friendly service, visit Strata
Ovenbaked. You will not be disappointed.

Johnny Depp doesn't deliver in thriller, 'Secret Window'
film succeed completely. It has a great
cast and near-perfect visual tone but
the characters, while interesting or
amusing, are a bit off the mark. It near1y succeeds until it tips its hand far too
early.
Depp plays Mort Rainey, a rather
quirky but successful writer who, six
months after catching his wife with
another man, is still coming to grips
with his pending divorce. In his isolated rustic cabin, the writer struggles
with a new novel but mostly he sleeps
on his couch in his tom bathrobe, eats
chips, talks to his dog and grumbles
about interruptions by the housekeep-

er. Phone calls from his estranged wife dog is found dead on his porch, as a
(Maria Bello) are greeted with sarcas- warning to take the stranger's
H OM E YE R
tic verbal barbs, followed by another demands seriously.
Movie Critic
depressive round of napping. The
Hot off his Oscar nomination, audiwounded writer's insular routine is ence-favorite Depp could not be more
interrupted when a man with a large . high profile for the opening of this
Johnny Depp in a tluiller based on
hat and a Southern accent named John film. And no author of thriller novels
a Steven King stOlY sounds like a
Shooter (John Turturro) appears unan- is more high profIle than King,
good idea, right? Maybe not.
nounced on his doorstep to accuse the although we all know that screen
Making a suspense film is a tricky
famous writer of plagiarizing his story. adaptations of his works have had
thing. Too little infonnation and the
The wliter bl1lshes Shooter off but highs and lows. Thrillers depend on
audience feels either confused or
after he leaves, self-doubts surface showing and saying just enough to
cheated by the solution to the puzzle;
because this had happened to Rainey take us by surprise. "Secret Wmdow"
too much infOlmation and they guess
once before. Shooter is insistent and is a highly polished, big-budget prothe solution too fast to build suspense.
even menacing but seems to be in con- ject with a first-rate cast. Th.e atmos"Secret Window" gets a lot of things
trol of himself, at least until Rainey's pheric look of the film is effectively
right, enough that I wanted to see this
moody, evoking a sense of isolation
and danger in the author's remote
cabin.
It is hard not to see both paraJ1els to
other King themes and even some
autobiographical elements to the char·acter of the au¢or and the setting.
"Secret Wmdow" almost works but
director/writer David Koepp gives us
just a bit too much to work \vith. It
may be an enjoyable ride but there
was no surprise in where it ends.
The .writer/director and the cast
may have had a lot of fun making this
movie, and too much fun might be
part of the problem with this suspense
film. The movie contains quite a bit of
humor, enough that the audience does
not always know when to stop laughing. Setting up the audience to laugh
too much makes one wonder if the
filmmaker did not really, ' underneath,
want to make a comedy. Interestingly,
the director makes several comparisons between the two genres in the
film's production notes.
The characters, and some of the
dialogue, give the story away but the
real dues point to the director being at
fault. The director is in charge of how
Johnny Oepp stars as the troubled writer Mort Rainey in Columbia Pictures' psychological thriller
the actors portray the characters, and,
SECRET WINDOW.
in thrillers, audiences will scrutinize
every gesture and word. Depp seems
BY CATHERINE M A R Q UI S -

to still be in character from his last
film, turning in a perfonnance that is
both odd, comic and rather out of
place for the script. If there had been
only a hint of this, it might have
worked, but as funny as he is, the comedy too often undercuts the tensions
that should be building. The performance also does not redirect our attention at clitical moments, which is
essential for this kind of film to work.
Since Depp has successfully made
the switch from comedy to ckama in
the past, it seems likely that it was the
director who was caught up in the perfonnance and lost the point of the
stOlY. Turturro, another fme actor, and
Bello, so good in '''The Cooler," likewise create characters that are not
quite right if the film hoped to fool the
audience.
Their characters are well drawn but
do not serve the story as well as they
should. Only TimOtllY Hutton, as the
estranged wife's new lover, achieves
the right ambiguous balance between
suspicious and innocent behavior.
All of which is reaJ1y too bad,
because the film is within striking distance of a hit. Movie suspense is like a
magic trick: you have to have misdirection and things that are hidden.
Still, the filmmakers have to give the
audience enou gh clues to figure things
out or they feel cheated. The director
wants to keep them guessing throughout but such a task proves too thin of a
knife-edge to walk. "Secret Window"
gives us too much, mostly through the
characters themselves. Depp's character is too odd and out-of-step with the
events unfolding, which is also true
for Turturro's Southern stranger. The
reactions of people around the author
never seem to be what you would
expect from the central characters. On
top of this, there are lines in the script

th~t tiE.~oJ:t:~~?~t_~~~._~_~~?~~:_._
see SECRET

WINDOW,
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'Aunt Katie's Visit' teaches acceptance to kids
BY PAUL CRUTCHER

Staff Writer
I sat down with my ten-year-old
niece, Alexis, who is chugging along
in her third grade class at Ellisville
Elementary. Without any particular
preface outside of the fact that I wanted to read a book with her, she started
on "Aunt Katie's Visit." Reading
without hiccup, Alexis thumbed page
after page, until she read "Adios, amigos! " and waited for me to begin with
the questions.
I employed Alexis because, as you
might have guessed from the cover
art, "Aunt Katie's Visit" is a children's
book. Katie's niece, Madeline, a girl I
as sumed to be much like Alexis, tells
the story. It details Katie's visit to
Madeline's class, where Katie discusses with the children the nature of disability, the facts of her particular disability, how others should interact
with people unlike them and how to
improve the lives of everyone
involved. Colored pictures depict the
action as it unfolds and clarify terms

(like "brace" or "attendant"). The will evaluate the book by determining
book folds across tv,IO laps.
whether the only kid I know liked the
"VlSit" copies down in accessible book and whether she understood it.
form what Aunt Katie does daily. She
Subsequently, Alexis got a string of
helps people get out of their ignorant questions from me. Her overall comclouds about disabilities. She looks ments followed the statements from
very much like the cartoon rendition kids in the back of ''Visit.'' She said
on the cover, smiles and compassion, that the book taught her something
but has undoubtedly struggled through about disabilities and to "treat people
trauma unlike·most of us have experi- nicely, not to laugh at other people
enced. In 1990, an auto accident para- . because they are different."
lyzed Katie Rodriguez Banister and
Moreover, sbe tagged it "neat."
locked her in a wheelchair. Following There was nothing she misunderstood
rehabilitation and after an invitation to or failed to comprehend. The language
speak at a local high school, Katie was appropriate, and Alexis thought
realized that she wanted to take on this the drawings were good. When I
special role of educator. She currently asked if she would want a copy of the
travels to schools with her message book for herself, she said, "Sure."
and works as a speaker and consultarit And, without prompting, she added
to various companies. In addition, she that it might be a good book to take to
founded Access-4-All, a company schooL "My teacher would read it to
dedicated to the sort of education con- everyone," she noted. So, as I scribtained within ''Visit.'' She has earned bled down notes, "Visit" passed the
numerous accolades and awards for kid test.
her dedication and efforts.
As I listened to Alexis read and folBut as accepting as. I want to be, lowed along the page with her, things
''Visit'' is still a book, and my efforts buzzed and clinked inside me. Katie's
here must offer more than a simple message sat concisely in the rectangupresentation of content. Therefore, I lar book, but it amazed me how diffi-
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cult it seems for adults to grasp and
activate it. Would not the world be a
more livable place if we stopped judging and discriminating against people
based on the mostly arbitrary qualities
of race, religion, gender, disability,
size and so forth? If we hope to be progressive in the most important arenas-like this-we should try to redirect these elements in our lives to positive routes. We might at least support
people like Aunt Katie and her work
with the next generations. Therefore,
as the press release for "Visit"
claimed, the book speaks to both children and adults.
Katie Rodriguez Banister's company is accessible at Access-4-All.com
or (314) 821-7011 . To order a copy of
"Aunt Katie's Visit" for your niece to
share with her third-grade classmates,
send your information with $22.28
(taxes and shipping included) to
Access-4-All, Inc., PO. Box 220751 ,
St. Louis, MO, 63122-0751.
The book is hardbound, it passed
the kid test and it brings a message
that we all could stand to hear more
than once.

-..... ------.- -..--.... -- ..--------...-
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"Aunt Katie's Visit" is intelligent and meaningful children's reading. It's story of acceptance and courage is particularly important
for children.
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'Hidalgo' races for wild adventure
BY CATHERINE MARQUIS-

HOM EYER

Movie Critic
After seeing "Hidalgo," I felt certain of one thing: Joe Johnson should

them to race in the "Ocean of Fire"
cross-country endurance race against
the best Arabian horses. Against
everyone's expectations, the taciturn
Hopkins accepts, sobers up a bit and
travels to Arabia with his horse to
compete in the cross-desert race.
Hopkins is as much an outsider in
the Middle East as he is at home. He
eventually wins the respect of the
Sheikh, however, when he rescues the
Sheikh's daughter and only child,
Jazira (Zuleikha Robinson) , from kidnappers . Neither that nor just running
a race in a foreign land are the only
challenges that Hopkins and Hidalgo

have
been the director
on
"Seabiscuit." If he had been, that
wonderful novel about a horse would
have been made into a wonderful
movie about a horse, rather than a
sports movie in which the horse was
barely there as a character.
The interaction between the horse,
Hidalgo, and his owner.. Frank
Hopkins, makes this fIlm succeed as a
thoroughly enjoyable piece of family
entertainment. '"Hidalgo," based on a
The interaction
true story, is an action-adventure film
between the horse,
that is part old-fashioned Western and
part Indiana Jones. VJggoMortensen
Hidalgo, and his
pJays a solitary half-Indian Pony
owner, Frank
Express rider, a man of few words,
Hopkins, makes this
who with his mustang horse travels
halfway around the world to compete
fi lm succeed as a
in the Arabian " Ocean of Fire," a
thoroughly enjoyable
3,OOO-mile race across the Middle
piece of family
Eastern desert. The story is so classically Hollywood that you can almost
entertainment.
see Gary Cooper in this same role.
However, this is high quality, classic Hollywood stuff. Pony Express
rid er Hopkins (Mortensen has a
knack for \\<inning races on his mus- face .
Director Joe Johnson did a terrific
. tang horse Hidalgo, even in races
against Thoroughbreds, much to those job of making this horse story come
owners' dismay. One of the messages alive and particularly in making the
that Hopkins is charged with deliver- horse itself as much a character as
ing to the Army in his job as a Pony Hopkins. Even though based on real
Express rider precipitates the events, this tale offers more of a fanWounded Knee massacre. Hopkins, tasy and adventure tall tale than not.
who has concealed his part-Indian Those who are looking for historic
background, becomes both horrified - realism and accuracy need to look
and filled with guilt, as some of his elsewhere.. However, the film more
family and friends are among those than make s up for historical shortfalls
by being a wonderfully inspiring
killed.
To escape the situation and his heroic tale, filled with breathtaking
feelings, Hopkins joins Buffalo Bill's visual sweeps, face-paced action and
Wild West Show as the "fastest rider by bei.ng a nice showcase for actor
in the West," where he tries to drown Mortensen. Mortensen's skills as an
his guilt and depression in alcohol. A equestrian and his ability to create a
way out of this pit comes in the form real relationship with his equine coof a message from abroad.. A Sheikh star add immensely to the enjoyable
(Omar Sharif), who has heard of the nature of this family film.
Though a children's film, it has
Wild West show 's claims about
Hidalgo's speed, sends a message to several violent scenes that make it
Hopkins that asserts that his "mixed more suitable for older kids. Apart
blood" horse is no match for Arabian from that, it is a movie the whole famThoroughbreds . He then challenges ily can enjoy. The chief flaw in this
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film is not in its entertainment value
but in its inability to make up its mind

if it wants to be a kid's movie or more
grown-up fare. The other problem
with the film is that it runs a bit long,
and several scenes could have been
shortened with a bit of editing. The
film is part Pecos Bill-dime novel fare
and part classic Western.
Like the Indiana Jones movies, it
uses some stock movie types , movieland exotica and some set piece
action, but it is shot with great energy
and a wonderful eye for the visual elements. In fact, the photogTaphic
effects are part of what makes the film
so enjoyable. This is not surprising,
considering that the director has
extensive credits in set design and
visual effects, having worked on both
the Star Wars and Indiana Jones films .
Adults might find that the story
leans more toward juvenile tastes but
the violence keeps it from really
falling in this category. Like the
Indiana Jones movies, which were
made to .resemble a 1930s adventure
movie, this one is a throwback to an
old-Hollywood Western adventure,
even thought it largely takes place in
the Middle East
It is likely that those who hate oldfashioned films will dislike this one,
especially if they take it too seriously.
The setting is less the real Middle East
than a fantasy place thaI existed in
movieland imaginations. The best
way to enjoy this film is to not overthink it. However, there are more serious and realistic aspects of the film, in
Hopkins' conflicted feelings about his
own heritage and in Jazira, who
chafes at her restricted role in a maledominated culture.
Playing Hopkins was an excellent
choice for Mortensen, fresh off his
success as Aragom in the "Lord of the
Rings" films. The choice of a tall tale
with old-style heroics and a role of a
flawed and displaced character build
on the audience's image of him as a
heroic character but take him a step
into the realm of reality.
If you are looking for a serious,
historic film version of this story,
"Hidalgo" will not really meet those
expectations. However, the film is
good family adventure, in the style of
old Hollywood and, really, the true
story has an old-fashioned flavor any-
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Viggo Mortensen of THE LORD OF THE RINGS fame stars in HIDALGO. THE LORD OF THE RINGS
series leaves some big shoes to fill, but HIDALGO mixes spaghetti-western flair with modem special
effects.

Student Government Association
2004·2005Elections
(This could be you!)

Applications are now being accepted for the following
elected Student Government Associationpositions:

OIllaa-" " " " _II:.IILI I I I l I - .

&
INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO A SPECIAL SCREENING

Stop by
The Current offices
at 388 Millennium Student Center
to pick up a complimentary
screening pass for two to see

No purchase necessary. While supplies last.
Passes available on a first-come, first-semd basis.
Participating sponsors are ineligible.
This film is rated "PG-13"
for sci-fi action and frightening images.

IN THEATERS FRIDAY, APRIL 2ND

President
VicePresident
Comptroller

Also: Student Senate Organizationpositions
Pick up the Application for Candidacy from the front desk in the Office of Student Life. It must be
submitted to the Office of Student Life by Friday,March 19, )pm. No late applications will be accepted.
Contact Jeff Griesemer, election committee chair, at jdg222@studentmaiLumsLedu for more info.

SAVAN,

from page
6
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Mike Sherwin! TIJe Currenl

Sid SaYan, lecturer, communications, speaks with a reporter in his fifth-floor office in Lucas Hall.
Sayan plans to retire after 15 years of teaching at UM-St. Louis

Savan spoke to the Dean of Arts
and Sciences and was hired as an
adjunct professor.
Savan began teaching more courses, and he eventually became a fulltime faculty member, lecturing about
advertising, public relations and writing.
Clark McMillion, lecturer in communication, said that Savan loved to
teach because he taught several different courses at one time.
"He is one of the hardest working
lecturers we had_ He taught four different courses in one semester. He loved
to teach," McMillion said.
Savan said that he loved teaching
because it came with respect
"What I loved about teaching was
when I would walk into a classroom,
everyone would stop talking and start

taking notes. This encouraged my
ego," he laughed.
Former student, of Savan recall
him being a great stOlyteller, as well as
a wealth of knowledge and an expert
in communication.
"1 think he was a very good
teacher," said Laura Tobias, scnior,
communication. "He knew what he
was talkii1g about and told it like it
was."
Carla Luigi, junior, communication, said that she enjoyed his class. '1
thought he had great stories to tell. I
also think he was very furUlY and outspoken about his political view, and I
learned a lot about public relations."
Another of Savan's colleagues,
communication professor M ichael
Murray, said that Savan has helped
numerous students find jobs in the

advertising .[eld.
"Many of our alumni re.a1ly appreciate Sid's help, especially in completing advertising assignments and in
landing jobs in the field," he said.
The winter 2004 semester is
Savan's final term at UM-St Louis.
Hc explained that his retirement is due
to d=partmental changes.
"I low teaching, but after a while
we had a change of heads in the
department and it no longer became
any fun. Why should I do something
I'm not having fun doing'!' he said.
McM illion analyzed Savan's
unique approach to teaching.
"At the beginning he treated students like employees , and some students didn't understand. He didn't use
typical academic language when
teaching assignments. He was con-

POLICE ESCORTS, from page 1
._-_
_-------------.---Meghan O'Brien, freshman, international business, did not find the
police approachable or helpful either.
Her supervisor in the library offered to
call for her and another girl a ride after
their shift ended on a Sunday at 9 p.rn.
'The shuttles weren't running, and
it was cold and dark, so we did not feel
safe walking on Natural Bridge
Road," O'Brien said.
She and the other girl live in the
dorms, and on the way there, there are
many poorly lit places, especially
close to the South Campus MetroLink
station.
"When you go to the dorms, you
have to walk across this empty, dark
field right next to Barnes Library, and
if someone decIdes to attack me there,
no one could hear me and there is
nowhere I could hide," O'Brien said.
When her supervisor called the
police to ask for a ride, the police officer told hin1 that they are not a cab service.
'They gave hin1 a really hard time,
and he had to repeat many times that it
was about two girls who did not feel

safe before they finally promised to
come and pick us up," O'Brien said. "I
found it ridiculous ; it was not like the
man was lying about it. Bosses in the
library don't tend to prank call cops."
A student reporter decided to see
for herself how well the service that
the police claim to be happy to offer
actually works. She needed a ride
from the Computer Center Building to
the University Meadows at 8:35 p.m.
When she called the police number, the woman who answered the
phone just told her sourly that the shuttle was still running, to which she
answered that she did not feel safe
going to the shuttle stop and waiting
there alone because it was dark. She
also might have to wait a long time
since there are only two shuttles an
hour at that time.
The woman promised to send a
policeman to escort her to the shuttle
stop. Twenty minutes later, the student
had grown tired of waiting, and she
did not feel comfOl1able sitting alone
in the deserted CCB at 9 p.rn.
She called the campus police again,

_-- _...... __._

..

_-_

and the man who answered told her
that someone was coming, so she
decided to wait a bit longer. After
waiting for 15 minutes more, she concluded that 35 minutes should be
enough time for the campus police to
provide an escort for a scared student.
She instead arranged to meet a friend
in the library and walk home with him.
Lt. Wut from the campus police
said that the campus police policy is to
escort people who are scared.
'1£ someone calls and they don't
feel comfortable moving from point A
to point B on campus, we will provide
an escort," he said.
He added that the only stipulation
is that sometimes the officers are tied
up, and the caller might have to wait
10 to 15 minutes. He did not know
what had caused the 35-rninute wait,
but he promised to look into it
After being told what had happened with Ni hAnnrachain, Wut said,
"I certainly fmd those disturbing
instances," be said. '1 will investigate
them, and I will take necessary corrective action.

....

__.. .._-_ .... _._-------_.-_ .

cerned with the practice of the field as
well as the theolY," McMillion
explained.
Co=unication professor Thomas
McPhail agreed that Savan brought a
mixture of expelience and theOlY to
class.
"Sid brings to the classroom the
best combination of practice based on
years of experience in industry along
with theory," he said.
Along with a successful career in
advertising and teaching, Savan also
raised a successful fanlliy.
Savan's oldest son, Glenn Savan,
who recently passed away at the age of
forty-nine, was an accomplished
writer. His son wrote two books, one
of which was made into a motion picture called "White Palace."
'White Palace" was produced by
Sydney Pollack and starred Susan
Sarandon and James Spader. Sid
Savan was in one of the scenes as an
extra.
Savan joked about hi~ part in the
movie, saying that he spent the night
with Susan Sarandon.
'The scene lasts for only two-anda-half minutes, but it took all night to
shoot I like to say that I spent the night
\vith Susan Sarandon," he said. '1 did
spend the night with her, along with
200 people who were there while we
were shooting the scene."
Savan's daughter, Leslie Savan, is
married and gave hinI his only grandson. Leslie Savan was a finalist for the
Pulitzer Prize three times in a row in
the Media Critic in Advertising category. She is currently working on her
second book, entitled, "Brave New
Word," which examines how some
words are contagious, especially on
television.
Savan's other two sons, Eric and

-- ------_ .--_._---- - - - -- - --

Joe, both work in fast-paced fields. "Sex in Advertising," on Wednesday,
Eric Savan is a detail man for pharma- March 17, from 5:30 to 6:30 p.rn.;
ceutical houses, and Joe Savan travels "Debunking Advertising Myths," on
Wednesday, April 14, from 5:30 to
the globe as a travel agent
6:30 p.m.: and "Who Will
Savan refers to his son
Win the Presidency in
Joe as "G.U." or "geoSid Sayan
20047," which will take
graphically undesirable"
Lechlre Series place on Wednesday, May
because of his long-dis5, from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m.
tance job requirements.
"Sex in Adve7'tising ~
Savan said that these
Traveling is among
Marcb 17
lectures would serve as his
Savan's retirement plans.
5:30-6:30 P.M.
"swan song" to UM-St.
"I plan on doing more
SGA Chambers of Louis.
traveling. I am going to
the MSC.
"Sex in Advertising"
sponge off of all my
will
deal with the link
friends from around the
'Debunking
bet',>'!een sex and advertiscountry," he said.
Advertising Afyths"
ing sales.
Savan also plans to
Apri114
-" Deb u n kin g
help his wife market her
5:30-6:30 P.M.
Advertising Myths" will
paintings at the end of the
SGA Chambers of challenge the use of subsemester. Barbara Savan,
the :MSC.
liIDinal ";uessages in ads.
his second wife, will show
In "Who Will Win the
some of her oil paintings
'1Af/1O will win the
Presidency in 2004," Savan
in Innsbrook, Mo., located
Presidency in
will predict the winner of
near Kansas City.
2004?"
the November presidential
"Barbara is one of the
May 5
election.
fulest artists in St. Louis
5:30-6:30 P.M.
Though Savan \vill soon
and I intend on helping her
SGA Chambers of bid farewell to his teaching
market herself," Savan
tbeMSC.
career for new endeavors,
said.
his mark on education and
But before he retires,
Savan has one final contribution to communications will remain with stueducation and advertising. Savan will dents, the history of advertising and
give a series of lectures in the SGA UM-St Louis.
Chambers. The lectures will include

WELLNESS CENTER,

the street on Bermuda Road. The car
was also a complete loss for the
owner. The windows were busted
out of the vehicle, along with much
other significant damage to the auto.
Both of the autos were locked.
Ware is most upset that she was
charged $10 for a new parking permit, since her car was stolen from
campus property.
"It's not fair when my car was
stolen from University property,"
Ware said. "I'm overall disgusted
with the situation."
Since the thefts, Ware said she
has used a Club, an anti-theft
device, on her new vehicle. She also
said that she knows of several other

from page 1

First off, George said th.at UM-St
Louis is the largest university in the St.
Louis region. The average age of students is 27.4 years old, with 74 percent being transfer students and 87
percent being from St. Louis.
George also talked a lot. about the
faculty. He said that 96 percent of the
faculty have their doctoral degrees.
There are also 12 Curators' professors.
"We have a very talented faculty. I
have had a chance over the past six
months to work with the faculty,"
George said.
The Action Plan that George outlined is to last until the fiscal year
2008. He said that he put something
together, with the help of many individuals, that is "aspirational and

-- -- - -

dreamable." He said that the current
phase of the Action Plan should be
completed by the spring faculty meeting.
George said the Action Plan contains five main goals including:
enhancing the quality of education,
recruiting and maintaining a diverse
student body, improving the quality of
research and graduate programs,
enhancing civic engagement and
increasing the financial base of the
University.
Under each of these main goals,
George outlined specific details of the
plan. He would like to increase the
number of first-time, full-time freshmen to 900 from 470. He would also
like to maintain the transfer emoll-

from page 1

Most students present at the focus
group were attracted to the middle
choice, preferring a decent building
consisting of a swin1ming pool, basketball courts and a track, for around
$80 to $90 a semester.
Many students questioned the
timing for such a building, claiming
that other needs should be met first.
Yet, even a few of these students did
recognize the low interest rates
available, and that the money saved
by acting now should not be overlooked.
By the end of the meeting, all parties agreed that more information
should be gathered before any decision is made. The research and planning necessary for the financing and
construction of a $25 million build-

ing can be a complicated process.
Even if the plan is found to be feasible, and the project approved, doors
to the center will not open until at
least three years from now.
For now, though, students should
educate themselves on the issue, and
offer opinions when appropriate.
Keep an eye out for questionnaires
and information kiosks in the months
to come.
There· are many students who
would like to see this center constructed, and many who would rather
not spend the extra money on a
building they may or may not use.
Gather the facts and then make your
own decision. No matter which side
you choose, your input will undoubtedly be appreciated.

.,

.,

Hot Night s? Cool Tri ps?
Killer Deals?

thefts that have occurred on the
same parking lot. Neighbors around
her have had their autos broken into
and in some cases stolen as well.
Campus police have continued to
adjust their patrol patterns and surveillance methods.
"We in the UM-St. Louis police
department take this very seriously;
that is why we have taken the steps
that we have," Wirt said. "We have
taken steps to provide a higher level
of safety and security for everyone
on campus."
Police encourage anyone who
sees anything suspicious to call the
UM-St. Louis police department at

Univ8l'sltij POl"k
565 Melville

(314) 721.7779
online u

on THe PHonE

»

ij

ment and increase the number of international students.
"We have growing, supelior academic programs," George said_
Another goal that George spoke
about was increasing the financial ~
base. One of his main goals under this
point is to increase external funding
for the University. It is important for
the chancellor to maintain good relationships around the community for
this reason.
After George finished ,vith his 11
brief report to the community, he
thanked everyone for coming out to
witness the inauguration ceremony
and report to the community. A reception was held after the event, where
refreshments were served.

This ain't your parents' travel ogency ... it's yours.

516-5155.

t

Sid Sayan appeared in the
movie "White Palace" as an
extra (second from right,
wearing hat). Savan's son,
Glenn, wrote the book on
which the movie was based.

from page 1

After calling her insurance company, Ware said they totaled her
vehicle and she was forced to buy a
new one. Increased insurance rates
also came with the car.
When Ware went to get a new
parking permit, she was charged
$10 for the new sticker.
About three weeks later, Ware
and her husband borrowed a family
member's vehicle for a night. It was
also stolen from the Mansion Hills
parking lot during the night of Feb.
24 between 1 a.rn. and 7 a.m. When
Ware spoke with campus police, she
said, "Their whole attitude was that
the insurance covered it."
This auto was later found down

- - - - -- -
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Cusumano's Pizza
2 for 1 Longneck Bottle Beers
2 for 1 Rail Drinks
Every Night lOpm ti11am
must be 21 to enter - must have Missouri ID
7147 Manchester Rd in Maplewood

ntertainment every night 4 pool tables and game room

OPEN l()pm 645-5599 close at 3am every night

March 15, 2004
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at ag ance
Photos by Mike Sherwin

Kim
Kulaitis of
the Riverwomen
softball
team
S4;:ores a hit
while at bat
during a
spring
2003 game.
During an
eight-game
series in
Florida last
week,
Kulaitis
scored five
runs and
10 RBis.

UM-St. Louis Chancellor Thomas George listens to the Arianna
String Quartet at his inauguration last Thursday. George combined
his inauguration with the ch ancellor's annual report to the community.
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If all the supporting cast had been
a bit more in-line with expectations, it
could have covered the tip-ofts.
Unfortunately, there was just too
much oddness around, and so the
audience has their feelers out for
clues. Depp's performance is sometimes very funny but the humor
detracts from the suspense. It seems at

._ - - -- - -

times as if the director was not sure if
he wanted to make a thriller or a comedy. Koepp has directed both genres
in the past, notably "Death Becomes
Her" and "Stir of Echoes." This last
film also suffers from some unevenness in focus, although in a different
way.
The film has enough near misses

- -- --
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"TEENA(£ MUTANT
NINJA WORMS"

and things almost right that it is
tempting to think that if it had been reedited, it might have been a much
more successful thriller. Certainly, the
excellent cast and the eerie visual tone
of the film made me want to like the
film. But a mystery has to surprise,
and this film failed to walk the knifeedge.

Hey, do you
want a foot
massage?
I'll wear
protection.
I promise.

IT'S TIME AGA.IN FOR
CJ1ARACTERS WJiO
DIDN'T MAKE TJiE
FINAL C.lFf. ENJOY.

JiE'S AS CREEPY AS liE IS
ALREADY COPYRIGlTED.

I .,

I'M ONLY ABOUT 1S YEARS
TOO LATE TO CASJi IN ON I
TJiIS KlND OF GIMMIQ\. .
"TJiE CARTOONIST"
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CONSUMABLE CJ1ARACTER
IS PROBA8LY ENoUGJi.

TJiERE AREN'T VERY MANY
&.AQ\ TAR JiEROIN JOKES.
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CLASSIF IE DS

***ACT NOW! Book 11
people, get 12th trip free . Visit
the official website for spring
break '04. The best deals to the
hottest destinations. Group discounts for 6+
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
or 800-838-8202.

with 40 words or fewer

are free to
students, f aculty and staff
All classifieds are due via email by 5 p.m. on the Thursday before the publication date.
In addition to the name(s) of the advertiser, each classified submitted must contain
a student number or faculty Istaff department and title(s) prior to publication.

http://www. TheCurrentOnline.com
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current@jinx.umsl.edu
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INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL
Air Fares at significant
. SAVINGS are available to

Bartender Trainee Needed

$250 a day potential
Local Positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 144

SelllI-ips, Earn Cash,
6e Free! N.., Hiriog
C.II for group 4isc..nts

1·800·648·4849 / www.ststravel.com

STUDENTS & FACULTY NOW!
#1 Spring Break Vacations!

Contact me for Pricing.

Radio Advertising Sales
Representative Wanted

Local morning radio show with
well-known host, contributors,
and sponsors seeks sales staff.
Work for yourself and make
your own hours! Prior experi·
ence in radio or sales is not
necessary! Email Jack at
thegoodmorningshow@lycos.co
m with interest and / or ques tions.
Red Lobster Restaurant
Now hiring servers. We offer flexible schedules, day-one benefits,
and a supportive management
team. Apply in person at 11 088
New Halls Ferry Rd . in Florissant,
MO. 314-~55-2520
Student Assistant

Wanted student to assist
National Honor Society in registering and acting as local
representative. 3.0 GPA
required; Sophomores preferred. Reply to
director@phisigmatheta. org
Lifeguard

800 LYN SMITH Toll Free
618266-7929 Fax
618771-0213 Cell

LYN SMITH

Iyn_thriftytvl@msn.com

Gateway 2000

66x48x15, holds up to 35" TV, lots
of storage, one door for storage,
oak veneer, close to campus. Only
$50 obo. Call (314) 381-2856

Gateway 2000 solo 233 Pentium
Processor. 64 megabites of
RAM , 3 gigabite hard drive.
Serious emails,
msgabrieL 19@hotmail.com.
Best offer

'95 Camero
1995 Camaro Red T-Tops.
Clean, maintenanced. $4000
(31 4) 614-9952

We bsite for Sale

Mise. Items
SEU. SELL SELL
Fumi ture, TV's, Beds, Lamps,
Tables, Etc.. .. .
Call James @ 314-249-7107

Over 1,000 members so far.
www.epayfunds .com. If interested please call 314-749-2883
and leave a message. Buyer will
remail anonymous .

1

EARN UP TO $300 I DAY
Contract Jobs A!so
Available

1-800-818-7520

'94 Chrysler LHS
130,000 miles, green 4 door, 6
cylinder. Leather interior and
removable face CD player
included. Serious emails at
msgabrieL19@hotmail.com

1995 Lexus ES 300
Dark green, 109K. Very good condition. 6 Disk CD changer, loaded
atl power, sunroof, leather interi·
or. $71 00. Call (314) 651-2336

'90 Honda CRX
Own a CRX! 1990 Honda CRX SI for
sale. High miles, but lots of new
parts, including a newer engine.
Runs really well, and gets GREAT
Restaurant
gas mileage (32+). Would be great,
Hannigans Resta urant (celebratcheap, commuter car! $800 obo.
ing 25 years) has immediate
openings for day and evening (314) 724-991 8.
servers. Flexible schedules and 1997 Audi A4
great money! Must be experi- 1.8T. cactus Green, auto, heated
enced and available this summer. seats, trip computer, climate conApply in person. 719 N. 2nd St ., trol, OEM spoiler, air conditioning,
Lacledes Landing 314-241-8877
alloy wheels, 70,000 miles.
$8500.00. (636) 946-2789.

For State & Nation Wide
Productions Seeking
New Talent for
All Types of Auditi ons
Good Opportunity for
Exposure No Exp. Req'd,
All Looks & Ages

SPRINe 8REAK

Entertainment Center

CERTIFI'ED LIFEGUARD needed for
UMSL indoor pool: Mon-Thurs
11 :30-2PM. $6.30/hour. Apply in
Rec Sports Office 203 Mark Twain
(5 16-5326)

MOVIE EXTRA'S I
MODELS NEEDED

Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Bahamas, & Florida! Best Parties,
Best Hotels, Best Prices! Group
Discounts. Organizers Travel Free!
Space is limited! Book Now &
Save! 1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

1995 Ford Mustang
3. 8 V6, replaced 70K miles engine,
auto, AC, blue·green metallic,
loaded-all power, spoiler, tinted
windows, alloy wheels. $4350.
(314) 255-3637

~~ GROUP
~~X!IZ~~~~~~
AND GET
Cao,," '''''puleo

'~tla nJ<l m .. lca .:md more!

UNIQUE INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY
Ogilvy Public Relations Worldwide seeks interns for
2004 to implement an award winning public relations
campaign. Internship work is conducted on campus,
primarily between September and December 2004.
Open to undergraduates entering their junior or senior
year of study. Students with majors in public relations,
communications, marketing, advertising and journalism
are especially urged to apply. E!-mail resume to : internprogram@ogilvypr.com. Deadline: March 31 , 2004.

PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL

**SPRING BREAK**
Book early & save SSt
Keg Party - Free beer! Live band,
OJ, Wet T-shirt, Hard Body,
Swimwear contests. Suites to 12
people, 3 pools, huge beachfront
hot tub. Sandpiper-Beacon Beach
Resort 800-488-8828
www.sandpiperbeacon.com
Spring

Break

'04

with

'90 Ac ura Integra LS
Champagne in color, 2-door, runs
good wi great -stereo and clean
interior. $2000. Call Denny at (314)
731-7554. Leave message.

Appartment for Rent !

2- bedrooms appartment, hardwood floors, washer· dryer,
large rooms, bac kyard. Nice
nei ghborhood , a bloc k from
Metrolink, by the Loop .
Price $650. Call 863 ·6504
For Rent

Magazine!

Exceptional room for re nt in
Ferguson .
Mi nutes
from
University, quiet neighborhood,
spacious beautifu l home. Cable
TV, utilities, was her /dryer,
phone , security system, furnish ings, fireplace, nice yard, and
much more all included in
monthly rent . Contact: Jill 314521 -5307 or riggsj@umsl. edu

Prof. Services

Mitsubishi Ga lant ES 9 4

Get job interviews with A

124,000 miles. Runs good.
Good Condition. $1950 O.B.O
Call (314) 229·9941

Better Resc.me.

2000 Honda Shadow Spirit for
sale. 1100cc engine, 15,000
miles, very fast bike in excellent condition. Has cobra "slash
cut" pipes, blue engine light
effects, trailer hitch, and saddle bags. Asking $5500 obo.
Call Derrick at 636-443- 3827

Roommate needed to share 3BR
house, one mile west of UMSL.
Washer, Dryer, Dishwasher, Deck,
Fireplace, Finished Basement.
$250 / month + deposit. No pets.
314-426-7471 , ask for Amy.

Aparbnent for Rent

1995 Chevy Camero
Hop. $6,500 o.b.o. 314-614-9952

'00 Honda Shadow Spirit

Seeking Roommate

StudentCity.com and Maxim

Get hoooked up wi th Free Trips,
Cash, and VIP Status as a Campus
Rep! Choose from 15 of the hottest
destinations. Book earty for FREE
MEALS, FREE DRl NKS and 150%
Lowest Price Guarantee! To
reserve online or view our Photo
Gallery, visit www.studentcity.com
or Call1 -B8B-SPRlNGBREAK!

Don't let your resume end up in
the trash. Professionally prepared
resumes by experts with over 25
years experience in the job search
and recruiting field. Call: (314)
469-0900

---Normandy
Apartments·"·
Recently updated 1 &2 BR.
Walking distance to UMSL and
Metrolink. Easy access to major
highways. Central AlC & heat.
On-site laundry. Garages, carports, & storage available. Make
an appointment to see your new
home today!
Call for specials 314-21 0- 2558

Apartment for Rent

Needed: Female roommate to
share a 3BR/2BA duplex in U City.
Spacious, beautiful hardwood
floors , and two fun roommates
who keep clean but can still kick
it!$250/ month + utilities. Call 314·
229-6553 and ask for Mary Beth.
Room for Rent!
$295 + utilities. 64xxx Arsenal,

just of 1-44. Spacious, two large
closets, hardwood floor, nice yard
and patio area, modem kitchen,
off· street garage parki ng.
Students or young professionals
preffered. Call (314) 646·1905
For Rent

Two units, one bedroom each.
Both recently remodeled. Very
close to UMSL and the airport.
'Students wecome. PriVate streei
wi yard, separate driveways.
Other properties in St. Louis
available. Call Patrick 544-171 1.
Seeking Roommate

2 bedroom apt. downtown
Ferguson, mi nutes from UMSL,
city buses stop at fron t doo r
and drop off at Met roli nk, full
kitchen, cable, DSL, ph one and
utilities all included. Loo king
for born again fema le
bttrbckafly@sbcglobal. net for
more info.

Traffic Defense

Traffic ticket or DWI? Don 't go
to court by yourself. Don' t pay
the fine and get points on
your license. Do call Attorney
Louise Ryterski for help.
(636) 477·6400 or email
LRyterski@aol.com.
433 Jackson, St. Charles, MO
63301. Student Discount.

Cars for Sale!

1999 Pontiac Grand AM SE
(Metallic Blue), Mitsubishi
Eclipese 1997 (Black) . All cars
are in excellent condition and
inspected. Special rates for stu·
dents. Call (314) 583-2557 For
pictures and description
visit :www.autostlsaleszone.com

Personals

$89 each for 3 person group (reg. $175 each)

And makeovers!. Come to one
of our parties or host your own
on campus. Contact me for
details online at
www.marykay.com ltighew or
618-570-8835. Chances to ea rn
Free product!

Earn $50001
Get Paid For Your
Opinions!

patients reach their dream
of becoming parents. If

Earn $15-$125 and more per
survey!
www.paidonlinesurveys .com

you are 21-33 years of
age you may qualify.
CaD (BOO) 732-1899

--

b'fJIay '" limit.

in one easy session at the Brain/M ind Spa.
Since 1991 , th e Brain/M ind Spa has used the most
advanced biofeedback technologies, energy interven tions, and holistic solutions to produce powerful, positive chang e instantly. A brain tune-up and profound
relaxation . SPECIAL STUDENT GROUP RATES,
Deposit Required. Most innovative and practical way
to ACE EXAMS. DONT WAIT. CALL 636-458-9427,
emaill ightsanc @yahoo.com.
Forest Light Sanctuary Mind Spa, W ildwood.

Personals

You GaIl make a
difference and help our

GET SMARTER & STRESS FREE

Free beauty consultations

EGG

DONORS
NEEDED

HoP· ~lO bIim

I

2 FREE TRIPS!!!!!

www.studentexpress.com
Call NOW: 1.800.787.3787

1998 Ford M ustang

Silver, 5·speed, CD player & cassette players, power front seats,
103K miles-highway, 1yr old
clutch, dual air bags, small ding
left front fender, and split rear
seat. Only $4600 obo call (314)
771-1953.

j

Are you interested in joi ning an on-campu s Adult
Children of Alcoholic Support
Gro up? If so, contact the
Wellness Resource center for
more info @ x5380 or email
Michelle Schmidt at
RussellMS@umsl.edu

Would you like to quit
smoking? If so, contact

Michelle Schmidt at the Wellness
Resource Center for more information on free services offered.
Russellms@umsl.edu, 516-5380.
Short Courses

Instructional Computing at
UMSL is again offe rin g Short
Courses ( CD Burning, Excel,
PowerPoint, ect .. ) from
Fe b 9• Mar 17_. St op by SSB 10 '
for more info an d schedu le

~

,

Clalssifieds are free to students, faculty &staff
Send ads to current@ jinx.umsl.edu
I
I
I
, I

,
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Friday, March 19, 8 p.m.
One of today's most popular stand-up
comediennes Paula Poundstone's humor knows
no bounds. Whether she's talking polities or Pop
Tarts, her off- kilter worldview makes her one of
the foremost topical humorists working today.
l

o

SSY P

RA

Saturday, March 20, 8 p.m.
The campus-wide celebration of Chancellor Thomas
F. George's inauguration includes a celebratory concert
by t he Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra. As part of
the celebrat ion, each University of Missouri-St. Louis
student, faculty and staff member may re ceive two
free tickets to the concert. On the program are
Mozart's "Symphony No. 25 in G minor, K. 173dB,"
Hartmann's "Concerto Funebre, and Tchaik6-vsky's
"Suite fro m Swan Lake, Op. 20a./I
/I

KRO 0

UA TET

Welcomed by KFUO·FM/Classic99
Wednesday, March 31, 7:30 p.m.
With David Harrington and John Sherba on violin,
Hank Dutt on viola and Jennifer Culp on cello, the
Kronos Quartet has been expanding the minds of
musical risk-takers for over 30 years, combining
classically associated instrumentation with the
cutting-edge sounds of commissioned works.

And coming this spring ...
• UMSL University Singers & Orchestra
and St. Louis Community College
Meramec Singers, March 18
• Paragon Ragtime Orchestral
"The Clown Princes,"April 3
• Teatro Lirico d'Europal"Rigoletto," April 4
• American Indian Dance Theatre, April 30
,

... and much, much moreJ

Call 314.516.4949

1

Toll-free at 866.516.4949 .
. for tickets or to request ·
a Touhill Magazine!

www. touhill.org
With the exception of UM5L students, a $1 Facility Operations Surcharge
. will be added to the price of each ticket. A $3 processing fee will be added
to all phone orders.

